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Editorial
The growing influence and power of media
content convergence, boosting aquaculture
in Africa’s Lake Victoria region and an
innovative tool for increasing food safety
welcome to this month’s Research*eu magazine
As always, since this is our annual December-January joint issue,
it’s most likely that you’re reading these lines during the dark days
of January following the Christmas and New Year holidays. First, we
at CORDIS hope you’ve had a relaxing and peaceful break, but we’re
also willing to bet that at least some of our readers have given or
received some pretty impressive high-tech gadgets for Christmas.
Perhaps a high-definition smart TV, or a powerful video games
console, a shiny laptop or a trusty tablet, possibly all snatched up
for a bargain during the ever-influential American shopping behemoth that is Black Friday. Maybe on top of your new technological
wonders you also indulged in a new subscription to one of the big
web-streaming services, Netflix, Hulu or Amazon Prime, as well as
Spotify, the dominant music-streaming application.

conventional radio stations. New technologies, such as the Christmas gifts outlined above but also including phenomena such as
social media, have been churning up a storm that is completely
reorganising the media landscape. The key challenge though is to
take this creative disruption and harness it in a way that is most
beneficial for society and citizens.

If any of the above rings true to your festive experience, then congratulations, you’re definitely an enthusiastic consumer of the fast-paced
and evolving world of media content convergence, which funnily
enough is the theme of this month’s Research*eu special feature.

Finally, EU Agenda gives you a good idea of the first wave of events
taking place across Europe in 2020 that are being organised by or
will feature one or more EU-funded projects, whilst our usual nine
thematic sections are still here and waiting for you to dive into them.

Increasingly, the way we consume media content is becoming
more fragmented and less dependent on the flag-bearers of 20th
century traditional media, the dominant national broadcaster and

Until next month, if you have queries, questions, suggestions (but
hopefully never a complaint), please feel free to drop us a line at
editorial@cordis.europa.eu

Meanwhile, away from our constant need to be in front of a screen
of some kind, Life After this month catches up with the STEFY
project that has developed an innovative device to increase food
safety, whilst Project of the Month highlights a project that has
been working hard with local stakeholders to increase the sustainability of aquaculture in the Lake Victoria region in Africa.
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Non-destructive 3D imaging
to help mend broken hearts
Cardiovascular disease is responsible for over 4 million deaths every year in
Europe alone. Nearly 80 % of cardiovascular disease cases are preventable but
require novel technologies that offer prompt diagnosis and accurate interventions.
Currently, the diagnosis of cardiovascular disease (CVD)
relies on assessing cardiac macro-anatomy, whole heart
function and whole-body metabolic markers. This leads
to 20 % of cases being misdiagnosed, and in elderly
patients up to 60 % of CVDs remaining undiagnosed.

cells, before evolving to organ-wide disease, thus new
technologies that provide high-resolution 3D microanatomy, and organ-specific regional metabolic assessment are required,” explains Marie Skłodowska-Curie
fellow Robert Stanley Stephenson.

STUDYING HEART MICRO-ANATOMY
AND METABOLISM

To investigate the micro-anatomy of the heart,
researchers employed contrast-enhanced microcomputed tomography (micro-CT), an ex vivo X-raybased technique that uses an iodine-based contrast
agent. This helps distinguish fat, muscle, conduction
system and connective tissue at spatial resolutions
approaching the single cell level.

With the support of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme, the ANATOMY-FOUND (Novel Imaging of the
heart for new structural and metabolic diagnosis) project proposed to study the events in CVD development
that occur before the macro-pathologies – routinely
used for diagnosis – can be detected. For this, clinicians require organ-specific non-invasive imaging techniques to examine the micro-anatomy and metabolism
of the heart, which can then be correlated with cardiac
function. “Early CVD processes often begin in the heart

Cardiovascular disease (CVD)
is responsible for over

4 million deaths every year
in Europe alone
4
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Using this approach, researchers observed the cardiac
conduction system in 3D in normal and congenitally
malformed human hearts for the first time. In addition,
they studied the arrangement of the myocyte chains
using micro-CT and diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DT-MRI), and demonstrated that myocyte orientation is modified in diseased hearts. The scan
data showed that the major contributor to myocardial
deformation, and thus pump-function, is not changes in
myocyte chain orientation, but the rearrangement of the
aggregated units of myocytes.
A new in vivo metabolic imaging technique using radiolabelled pyruvate as an imaging probe, showed a
reduced aerobic metabolic potential with concomitant
shift to an undesirable anaerobic metabolic state in failing hearts. Interestingly, this alteration correlated with
gross morphological remodelling.

ANATOMY-FOUND IMPACT
Via novel state-of-the-art non-destructive 3D and 4D
imaging methodologies, ANATOMY-FOUND successfully investigated the micro-structure and function of

© Monet_3k, Shutterstock

Currently, 20 %
of CVD cases are

misdiagnosed,
and 60 % remain
undiagnosed
in elderly patients

the heart in health and disease. The results provide a
more precise understanding of the cardiac conduction
system and how it is remodelled in congenitally malformed hearts.
Given that cardiac conduction is the biological pacemaker of the heart, it is important that the clinicians do
not damage these cells during surgery or interventions.
By providing a precise 3D model of cardiac conduction,
ANATOMY-FOUND hopes to make surgery safer. Towards
this goal, project partners have produced the first
3D-printed hearts fabricated with transparent flexible
myocardium to illustrate a coloured cardiac conduction
system. This approach will improve surgical planning
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and hopefully reduce mortality and morbidity in patients
with congenitally malformed hearts.
Project findings suggest that metabolic impairment is
associated with cardiac remodelling and can manifest
as pump dysfunction and heart failure. The in vivo meta
bolic imaging technique used in ANATOMY-FOUND has
great potential as a tool for prompt CVD diagnosis, and
could well become an everyday screening technique in
the clinics. As researcher Michael Pedersen emphasises:
“ANATOMY-FOUND provides a potential new approach

for diagnosing heart disease before using traditional
morphological-based methods.” Its ability to identify
regional changes in the heart could also pave the way
for targeted treatments in the future.

A N ATO M Y - F O U N D
⇢⇢ Coordinated by Aarhus University in Denmark.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/707663

H E A LT H

Follow-up and screening
to improve the health of
children who are born before
32 weeks of pregnancy
© Jonny Essex, Shutterstock

A new study from the Effective Perinatal Intensive Care in Europe cohort assessed
the impact of follow-up and screening programmes on the health of very preterm
infants after they are discharged home from the neonatal intensive care unit. The
study also looked at effects on their families, assessment tools and costs to society.
Every year, about 50 000 infants in the EU survive very preterm birth and are at much higher risk of cerebral palsy,
visual and auditory deficits, impaired cognitive ability, psychiatric disorders and behavioural problems than infants
born at term. “The ultimate goal of the SHIPS (Screening to
improve Health In very Preterm infantS in Europe) project is
to ensure that babies receive high-quality healthcare after
they are discharged home from the neonatal intensive care
unit,” outlines project coordinator Jennifer Zeitlin.

WIDE RANGE OF PROGRAMMES
WITH VARYING LEVELS OF PARENTAL
SATISFACTION
To assess the range of follow-up programmes in Europe,
SHIPS researchers contacted the parents of children in the
Effective Perinatal Intensive Care in Europe (EPICE) study

6
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“

The ultimate goal of the SHIPS
project is to ensure that babies receive
high-quality healthcare after they are
discharged home from the neonatal
intensive care unit.

when they were 5 years old. This cohort includes very
preterm children born in 19 regions in 11 EU countries in
2011 and 2012. Of the 3 674 parents who responded,
62 families were chosen for in-depth qualitative interviews and 1 654 children born before 28 weeks gestation
were clinically assessed.

Every year, about 50 000 infants
in the EU survive

very preterm birth

”

clinicians, healthcare professionals and parents to advocate for better programmes.
Difficulties highlighted were more acute for the most
fragile families with employment, financial and social
difficulties. These include: problems at the time of discharge; coordination of follow-up between health and
development check-ups and specialist visits; the lack of
a reference person; and especially the lack of protected
access to treatment for problems diagnosed during follow-up, with long waiting times.

THE FUTURE FOR SHIPS STARTING
WITH A WORKSHOP IN
SEPTEMBER 2019
“It is good to start with some positive results,” Zeitlin
states optimistically. About 90 % of parents rated their
very preterm children’s health as good or excellent and
their development as average or in advance. Overall, the
clinical assessments of the children’s neurodevelopment
corroborate these positive findings.
“However, the study revealed families struggling because
their children have severe impairments and health problems,” continues Zeitlin. Even for children without severe
problems, parents voiced multiple concerns about their
health and development, notably related to behavioural and
mental health issues. “We found that 8 % of children had
received no follow-up, which is an undesirable outcome.”
“SHIPS also documented the current policy context, which
is highly variable from one country to another,” explains
Zeitlin. Some countries have no formal follow-up programmes, while others provide organised follow-up services for children up to 8 years of age.

VALUABLE PARENTAL FEEDBACK
Parents’ opinions about the difficulties they faced obtaining high-quality follow-up care in the project surveys
and qualitative studies can be used by policy-makers,

“Although the project ended in January 2019, SHIPS data
are still being analysed and the consortium has put into
place a process for developing clinical recommendations.
The first step is an international workshop on the SHIPS
results at the jENS – 3rd Congress of joint European
Neonatal Societies mid-September 2019 in Maastricht,”
Zeitlin says. Publications needed for these recommendations are being prepared and cover neurodevelopmental
impairment in the cohort, the impact of parents’ social
circumstances on their use of care facilities, the children’s
health and development and the costs of care.
“For the future, we are evaluating the possibility of recontacting families in the cohort when the children are 11 or
12 years of age. This is a good time to see how children
are developing in school, which is a key concern of parents,” Zeitlin emphasises.

SHIPS
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by Inserm in France.
Funded under H2020-HEALTH.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/633724
Project website: epiceproject.eu/en
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Nanonet-based sensors
for medical applications
To help bring biosensors into the point-of-care setting, the EU-funded Nanonets2Sense
project explored the potential use of nanonets for the 3D integration of biosensors on
complementary metal oxide semiconductor technology.

To help make biosensors applicable to the point-of-care setting, the EU-funded Nanonets2Sense project explored the
potential use of nanonets for the 3D integration of biosensors on technology for making low-power integrated circuits
called complementary metal oxide semiconductors (CMOS).
“Today’s DNA biochips are usually based on a labelling
technique where the DNA molecules of the biosample being tested are first tagged by fluorescent labels
so their immobilisation with the proper probe can be
visualised,” explains Mireille Mouis, a researcher from
the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS)
and Nanonets2Sense project coordinator. “R&D activities
now focus on label-free methods where the interaction
between the target and the probe molecules is directly
sensed through the modification of the electronic, optical
or mechanical properties of the transducer.”

A COMPACT DEVICE
Nanonets are random arrays of thin and long nanostructures called nanowires. According to Mouis, it was recently
discovered that nanonets made of silicon or zinc oxide
nanowires could be fabricated and made conductive using
a low-cost, bottom-up process. The resulting material,
which is semiconducting, can be used as an active material
for biosensing applications.
“Using this fabrication process, we created devices showing some key features of the promising nanowire-based
sensors, but without the cost of integration that has

8
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hampered their development for use with sensing applications,” explains Mouis.
The compact device places the sensors on top of the
readout circuit, thus putting the sensors in direct contact
with the biomolecules being detected. This design not
only ensures that the readout and conditioning electronics at the silicon CMOS level are protected from fluid, it
also means they can be connected vertically through the
backend of the CMOS wafer. This allows compact routing, which in turn allows for the readout of possibly large
matrices of sensors – a feature that can improve the reliability of the detection.

CHARTING A NEW COURSE
Starting from a very simple technology, the Nanonets2Sense
project has successfully created and validated all the
innovative technological building blocks needed to
enhance CMOS chip functionality with nanonet-based
biosensors. The readout scheme is also new.
“Prior to this project there had been virtually no attempt to
develop point-of-care devices based on silicon or zinc oxide
nanonets – the field was mostly uncharted,” says Mouis. “Our
ultimate goal was to realise full 3D integration of biosensors
on CMOS and we now have the technology needed to complete this integration in an industrially relevant context.”
NANONETS2SENSE
⇢⇢ Coordinated by the Grenoble Institute of Engineering
in France.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/688329
⇢⇢ Project website: nanonets2sense.eu

© Kateryna Kon, Shutterstock

In medicine, biosensors are used to detect a particular
chemical biomarker, or a DNA sequence that causes diseases or is associated with susceptibility to a disease.
Currently, DNA molecules can only be quantified using centralised and often expensive tools. Being able to provide
point-of-care monitoring, using low-cost devices, would
allow for a more reactive follow-up of tumour evolution,
more personalised treatments, and better patient care.

SOCIETY

Study of building techniques
in the East fills a gap in the
history of architecture

© Dmitriy Feldman svarshik, Shutterstock

EU-funded research explored the influence of construction techniques in the East on those
in the West. Among the numerous outcomes are enhanced preservation, safeguarding
and valorisation of local cultural heritage in Jordan.
By exploring the building processes in the Near East, one
of the main goals of the ACTECH (Ancient ConstructionTECHniques between East and West. Building traditions,
technological innovations and workmanship circulation:
from Roman Arabia to Medieval Europe) project was
to fill a void in the history of architecture. Another two,
notes project coordinator François Villeneuve, were “to
contribute to the debate on the transmission of building
knowledge between antiquity and the early Middle Ages
in the Mediterranean, and to try to understand how Eastern building techniques contributed to the development
of their Western counterparts.”

AC T I V I T I E S S PA N N I N G
THREE CONTINENTS
Supported by the Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme, project activities included two fieldwork campaigns in northern
Jordan and site inspections in southern Spain. Laboratory
work was also conducted in France (Paris and Marseille)
and Spain (Granada) for processing project-collected data.
ACTECH principal investigator (PI) Piero Gilento undertook two secondments during the project’s 2-year term.
In the first, at the School of Arabic Studies of the Spanish National Research Council (CSIC) in Granada, “Gilento
deepened the study and analysis of Islamic architecture
in southern Spain and worked on 3D representation of
architecture (photogrammetry),” Villeneuve reports. During the second, at the French National Centre for Scientific
Research (CNRS) MAP-Gamsau laboratory in Marseille, he
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“

At the local level it has in fact
emerged that an ancient village located
in a semi-arid area of Jordan has had a
great constructive vitality from the late
antiquity to the Medieval Ages.

worked on a web platform developed by the lab for the
recording of architecture.
Across the Atlantic, Gilento worked in the archaeological
archives of Princeton University in the United States. His
focus there was on original materials of famous archaeological missions carried out in Jordan and Syria by archaeologist Howard Crosby Butler.

F I E L DWO R K A N D
I N T E R D I S C I P L I NA RY
C O L L A B O R AT I O N
The interaction of archaeologists, architects, engineers, an
archaeobotanist and a geomatics expert in ACTECH shed
new light on construction processes. “At the local level
it has in fact emerged that an ancient village located in
a semi-arid area of Jordan has had a great constructive
vitality from the late antiquity to the Medieval Ages,”
Villeneuve comments.
On a large scale, it was possible to examine how certain
masonry techniques, such as opus quadratum, used in the
Near East until at least the 8th century AD, were transmitted into the West, particularly in southern Spain. “This was
only thanks to the Islamic occupation of these territories,”
Villeneuve stresses.

”

high-resolution orthophoto. This was used for important
analysis of the architecture and of ancient landscapes.
In Marseille, Gilento experimented with a reality-based
3D annotation platform for the collaborative documentation of heritage artefacts. “This was another important
moment of the project, during which the PI had the opportunity to participate in the Aïoli platform beta test in close
collaboration with CNRS researchers and technicians,”
Villeneuve reports.

L O C A L I M PAC T A N D
L O N G -T E R M VA LU E
Project efforts and partnerships also made it possible to
inform the local population, and (potential) tourists, about
the history and cultural value of the site. A related activity
was part of the event Heritage Days in Jordan 2018 and
the wider European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018.
ACTECH

D I G I TA L T E C H N O L O G I E S
Innovative aspects of project work concerned the use of
stereoscopic aerial photographs in Granada. After being
digitised, these were processed using photogrammetric
software to generate a digital elevation model and a

⇢⇢ Coordinated by University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
in France.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/703829
⇢⇢ Project website: actech.hypotheses.org

SOCIETY

Investigating shifts in human
rights after the Arab Spring
The ‘Arab Spring’ uprisings that started in 2011 held great promise for the
improvement of human rights in the region. Yet any progress depended on the
strength of institutional frameworks, and political will.
A Horizon 2020-funded project, HURIME (Human Rights
in the Post-Uprisings Middle East: Emerging Discourses

10
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and Practices in Egypt and Tunisia), has been investigating patterns in human rights discourse and practice in the

“
”

We faced problems with the
field research in Egypt due to the security
concerns and sensitivity of the research
topic.

rights actors from various political backgrounds and parties,” says Melek Saral from SOAS University of London
and lead researcher of the HURIME project.
The HURIME team carried out qualitative case studies in
the region, although due to the sensitivity of the subject,
some of the information had to be gathered at a distance.

© Jacob_09, Shutterstock

“We faced problems with the field research in Egypt due
to the security concerns and sensitivity of the research
topic. The interviews were conducted with the political
actors living abroad, including in Turkey, the United Kingdom, the USA and Canada,” Saral says.
wake of the Arab Spring uprisings in 2011. The research
aimed to improve our knowledge of the complex relationships between political actors, citizens, public institutions
and human rights across the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region.
The project looked at three main case studies: Egypt,
Morocco and Tunisia. Severe human rights violations not
only were one of the main catalysts of the uprisings in
Egypt and Tunisia but also played a key role during the
transitional period of these countries. This research was
undertaken with the support of the Marie SkłodowskaCurie programme.

R E G I O NA L C O N T E X T
Historical, cultural and political frameworks were first
established for each of the countries to set the research
in a broader context. Once the background was set, the
HURIME team carried out in-depth analysis of each
country and revolution, based on accounts from multiple
sources: legal texts, organisational reports, party programmes, books, periodicals, speeches and media coverage, for example. By combining qualitative and empirical
data, the HURIME team could reveal the patterns to find
out what happened in these countries preceding and following the uprisings.
“Empirical evidence came from insights obtained from
field research trips in the selected countries and from
semi-structured interviews with political and human

I N S T I T U T I O NA L S TA B I L I T Y
Following the 2011 uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia and the
fall of the ruling authoritarian regimes, hopes were raised
about improvements in human rights. “However, in both
countries the counter-revolutionary forces, including the
military, security forces and political actors from the former regime, were active immediately after the uprisings,
and have worked against the demands of the revolution,”
adds Saral.
The project revealed that political actors generally
addressed human rights more frequently and intensively following the uprisings, though this didn’t always
reflect a concrete shift in the subsequent treatment of
human rights.
For countries to have any significant shifts in human
rights practices, there is a need to establish institutional
frameworks to help facilitate a persistent and tangible
improvement. “A vibrant civil society and establishment
of the relevant institutional framework are vital for the
promotion of human rights in the region,” says Saral.

G ET T I N G T H E M E S S AG E O U T
HURIME has enriched the literature on human rights with
new knowledge in an area that largely lacks in-depth
analyses of human rights developments in transitional
countries in the MENA region. The research results also
reached a wider audience beyond academia.
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Saral adds that the project will continue to make ongoing
contributions to the developments of human rights in the
MENA region through academic and non-academic dissemination activities.
Saral published a study on the project in the ‘Muslim
World Journal of Human Rights’. The HURIME team hopes
this will broaden and intensify awareness about the value
of human rights in these countries, as they continue to
undergo historically significant transitions.

HURIME
⇢⇢ Coordinated by the School of Oriental and African
Studies, Royal Charter, in the United Kingdom.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/703223
⇢⇢ Project website: soas.ac.uk/hurime

SOCIETY

Edition of the ‘Extractiones de
Talmud’ enables a reframing
of Christian-Jewish relations
The ‘Extractiones de Talmud’, that is, the Latin translation of large parts of the
Babylonian Talmud, represents a significant landmark in the long and complex
history of relations between Judaism and Christianity. European Union-funded
researchers delved into this important post-biblical text to gain further insight into
the history of Jews in Europe.
An inquisitorial process against the Talmud, the basis
for the development of Rabbinic Judaism, commenced
in Paris in 1240 and led to its burning in 1241/1242. A
second sentence condemned it again in 1248. “These
events constitute the context of the very first translation
into Latin of 1 922 passages from the Babylonian Talmud, known as the ‘Extractiones de Talmud’ (ca 1245),”
explains Alexander Fidora, coordinator of the LATTAL
(The Latin Talmud and its Influence on Christian-Jewish
Polemic) project and ICREA Research Professor at the
Autonomous University of Barcelona.

C O L L A B O R AT I O N AC R O S S
DISCIPLINES AND BORDERS
The project brought together scholars from classical philology and Hebrew studies to critically edit this textual
corpus – the largest collection of Latin translations of
the Talmud. Classical philologists identified the extant

12
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manuscripts, ranging from the 13th to the 17th centuries,
in libraries all over Europe, and established the critical text
of the Latin Talmud. In parallel, experts in Jewish studies
identified the text’s sources, both in the Talmud itself and
in Jewish commentary literature, which was also used for
the Latin translation of the Talmud.
LATTAL research also involved collaboration with colleagues from Ben-Gurion University in Israel. Fidora here
speaks about the importance of teamwork in fundamental philological work: “While to some, edition projects may
seem ‘traditional’, they pose an important challenge to
current research and to the allocation of research funding.”
Such an approach and outlook evidently favoured project work, resulting in a series of historical and philological studies published in monographs and articles in open
access. “We are proud to say that the critical edition of
the ‘Extractiones de Talmud’ – which comprises some

“

Bringing to light the ‘Extractiones’,
which were never meant to reach out to the
general public, is a paramount example of
the effectiveness of the historical humanities
to overcome persecution and censorship
whenever and wherever they occur.

800 pages – has appeared within the lifetime of the project,” Fidora reports.

A N EW PAT H TO
U N D E R S TA N D I N G C H R I S T I A N J EW I S H E N C O U N T E R S
This first-ever edition of the collection compares its text
closely to the Hebrew and Aramaic original of the Talmud.
It also “redresses the history of Christian-Jewish encounters during the 13th century and beyond,” Fidora notes.
The history of Christian-Jewish relations holds a central
role in reconstructing the exploration and formulation of
medieval and early modern Christian identity.
With the Talmud, the Christians discovered a body of
Jewish wisdom they deemed to be incompatible with
standing perceptions of the Jews. Fidora elaborates:
“The traditional Christian account of the Jews as witnesses to the Christian truth gave way to a much more
aggressive stance, which set the tone for the following
centuries.”

L AT TA L
⇢⇢ Hosted by the Autonomous University of Barcelona
in Spain.
⇢⇢ Funded under FP7-IDEAS-ERC.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/613694
⇢⇢ Project website: pagines.uab.cat/lattal

© natushm, Shutterstock

LATTAL outcomes thus represent a considerable qualitative leap in the study of Christian-Jewish relations
during the Middle Ages as well as for the study of the

”

Hebrew/Aramaic Talmud. “I am convinced that with the
edition of the ‘Extractiones de Talmud’ we have made a
contribution to the living tradition of the Talmud in its everchanging social contexts, which is no less respectful than
it is respectable,” Fidora concludes. “Bringing to light the
‘Extractiones’, which were never meant to reach out to the
general public, is a paramount example of the effectiveness of the historical humanities to overcome persecution
and censorship whenever and wherever they occur.”
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TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY

Innovative modular wagon
technology encourages
the switch to rail freight
Innofreight is modernising its fleet of freight cars with modular wagons and
container systems. Its innovative logistics systems are increasing rail freight transport
productivity and encouraging the shift from road to rail.

FLEXIBLE LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS
EU funding of the ITECCO Demo (Demonstration and
market replication of Innofreight’s innovative rail logistics
equipment for the raw material supply of the steel industry) project enabled the company Innofreight to develop

14
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innovative and reliable logistics technology that accommodates the needs of its major customers. The company gets
around the steel sector’s problems with a modular platform system consisting of a new lightweight wagon, called
InnoWaggon, and special containers. “The innovation of the
platform-based concept relies on the ability to separate
the freight container from the wagon frame. Everything fits
together just like a giant LEGO DUPLO set,” notes Hannes
Pichler, logistician at Innofreight.
“Our ultralight 60-, 80- and 90-foot InnoWaggons for
containers are fitted with low-noise brakes. They can
be equipped with diverse containers, tailored to cargo
and infrastructure requirements at the loading and
unloading points. This creates logistic flexibility which is

© MartinMojzis, Shutterstock

The steel industry is the most important user of rail freight
in the EU. The industry is worried that outdated technology
and the poor payload of wagons will hinder the efficient
transport of raw materials to steel mills or the dispatch
of finished products to consumption centres. Unappealing logistic solutions and unreliable logistic operations, for
example the lack of punctuality, are compounding matters,
discouraging freight transport by rail.

“

The innovation of the platformbased concept relies on the ability to separate
the freight container from the wagon frame.
Everything fits together just like a giant
LEGO DUPLO set.

Innofreight’s technology is the first to transport raw materials directly to the steel mill and deliver (semi-)finished
products. It also supports a closed-loop supply chain that
maximises the value of resources and produces less waste.

unprecedented in the rail freight transport sector,” explains
Pichler. The containers are the low-cost part of the system.
Together with the InnoWaggon, they build a special unit
that can fit the needs of any market – depending on the
cargo, it can change at any time.

In Europe, there are about 700 000 freight cars and about
100 000 of them will need to be replaced over the next
45 years. The ambitious goal of Innofreight is to supply
50 % of these freight cars. In addition to the Austrian railway, the company’s customers include the Czech, German,
Slovenian and Swedish railways.

”

The containers can carry bulk goods like coke, coal and iron
ore as well as semi-finished products like coils and wires.

NO MORE HEAVY LIFTING
Innofreight has taken advantage of the digital technologies by digitising its loading and unloading operations. “Our
stationary unloading machines combine a high degree of
automation with short unloading times and high productivity. They can empty the containers under all weather conditions, and can operate even in the winter,” notes Pichler.
The company’s forklifts are built to take on tough loads,
making them ideal for demanding applications such
as steel processing. Cargotec, the manufacturer of
Innofreight’s forklift trucks, is now working on a forklift that
can lift very high freight up to 75 tonnes.

ABOUT INNOFREIGHT

By the end of 2019, the company will have produced and
put onto the market around 1 200 freight cars and 12 000
containers. “Our innovative new modular system has 40 %
more carrying capacity compared to state-of-the-art technology. The technology has high chances of establishing
itself as a rail freight standard of the 21st century,” concludes Pichler.

ITECCO DEMO
⇢⇢ Coordinated by Innofreight Speditions GmbH in Austria.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-TRANSPORT, H2020-LEIT-ICT
and H2020-SME.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/738296
⇢⇢ Project website: innofreight.com

TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY

New shielding for reconfigured
aircraft with innovative
engine design
New, eco-efficient aircraft will significantly reduce the levels of carbon dioxide and nitrogen
oxide emissions into the atmosphere. To achieve these important goals, aircraft designers are
exploring new ways to integrate advanced engines and propulsion concepts into aircraft.
Many promising concepts, like the contra-rotating open
rotor (CROR) engine cannot directly replace the current generation of engines, as they require significant changes to the

aircraft’s design like the rearward shift of the engines away
from the wing. This allows for large fan or rotor diameters
or multiple fans, which help achieve unprecedented levels
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Project partners conducted analyses at the laminate
level, evaluating the capacity of the shielding materials to resist perforation from the impact of metal fragments and frangible carbon fibre composites using flat
laminate samples and ranking it as a performance indicator. The next phase at the component level studied
the final shielding configuration and also determined
the structure’s capacity to resist perforation.
The team also investigated other qualitative indicators
at both the laminate and component levels in addition
to structural performance. “These included: ‘evaluation
easiness’ which reflects the availability, ease of application, and accuracy of methods for predicting the
structural performance of the different solutions; and
‘implementation easiness’ which reflects the aspects
related to implementation, maintenance and costs of
materials,” explains Lopes.

© petrmalinak, Shutterstock

A D D I T I O NA L B E N E F I T S

of fuel efficiency and emissions reductions with reduced
cabin noise and enhanced passenger comfort.
The main safety issue with CROR technology is the high
energy release of debris following engine burst or bladeoff events. The development of impact shielding against
high-energy engine debris is a must for the implementation of CROR propulsion technology in the rear fuselage of
future civil regional aircraft.
The EU-funded REDISH (CROR Engine Debris Impact
SHielding. Design, manufacturing, simulation and Impact
test preparation) project addressed this challenge by
investigating innovative shielding solutions. “These aimed
to comply with aeronautical structural requirements and
standards, namely regarding weight efficiency, which is
the main source of fuel efficiency and reduction in emissions,” says project coordinator Cláudio Lopes.

A NA LY S I S AT LAMI NAT E A N D
C O M P O S I T E L EV E L S
Researchers applied a coupled experimental-numerical
development approach to a number of possible configurations and developed high-fidelity simulation tools for
carrying out virtual testing. This significantly reduced
the need for costly physical testing and accelerated the
shielding development process.

16
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The selection process identified more than 30 solutions
for the next evaluation step involving high-fidelity finite
element analyses. This resulted in a higher-fidelity ranking of more than 20 evaluated solutions. According to
Lopes: “This was then reduced to 14 solutions that were
actually manufactured and evaluated in the framework
of another Clean Sky 2 project.”
REDISH successfully described the material behaviour at different length scales from ply to laminate
to component level. An additional advantage of this
bottom-up approach is that changes in the properties
of the constituents (fibre, matrices), the fibre architecture or laminate lay-up can be easily incorporated
to provide new predictions of the macroscopic behaviour of the composite under impact. Lopes concludes:
“Aeronautical-worthy high-energy impact shielding will
also provide protection against other types of threat,
such as terrorist attacks.”

REDISH
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by the IMDEA Materials Institute in Spain.
Funded under H2020-TRANSPORT.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/686946
Project website: materials.imdea.org/redish-projectresults-highlighted-by-the-european-commission-andused-to-evaluate-how-european-research-contributesto-acares-flightpath-2050-roadmap
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Algorithms to improve traffic
conditions on busy motorways
Dynamic traffic control makes better use of available traffic infrastructure and decreases
motorway congestion, but it has several drawbacks. A European Union initiative has
proposed solutions for optimised dynamic traffic control systems and more effective measures.
Most dynamic traffic control systems operate according
to linear, local or heuristic control algorithms. However, the
use of appropriate non-local and multivariable techniques
can considerably reduce the total time spent (TTS) by drivers and other traffic performance indices. Methods based
on the use of advanced control techniques, like model predictive control (MPC) that minimises a cost function like
driver TTS, substantially improve the performance of the
controlled traffic system in various simulation studies.

DY NA M I C T R A F F I C
M A NAG E M E N T TO B O O S T
M OTO RWAY E F F I C I E N C Y

The project team designed and tested a control algorithm for variable speed limits (VSLs) that approaches
the behaviour of an optimal controller, and that can also
be applied in practice to large traffic networks. VSLs
are speed limits that change based on road, traffic and
weather conditions.
Dynamic traffic control uses measurements of traffic conditions over time and computes dynamic control
signals. This is done to influence the behaviour of drivers

© XXL Photo, Shutterstock

“The main problem with MPC is that the computation time
quickly increases with the size of the network, making it
difficult to apply centralised MPC to large networks,” says
José Ramón Domínguez Frejo, the main investigator of

the EU-funded ETC-VSL (Efficient Traffic Control with
Variable Speed Limits: Bridging the gap between Theory
and Practical Implementation) project. “Completely centralised control of large networks is viewed by most practi
tioners as impractical and unrealistic.” This research was
undertaken with the support of the Marie SkłodowskaCurie programme.
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Future implementations of the
controllers on real motorways should
significantly reduce traffic congestion, a
fundamental step in realising Horizon
2020’s vision for smart, green and
integrated transport.

and generate a response in such a way that network performance is improved by reducing delays, emissions and
fuel consumption. VSLs, ramp metering (RM) and reversible lanes are some of the most commonly used examples of dynamic motorway traffic control measures. These
measures have already been successfully implemented in
countries like France, Germany, the Netherlands and Spain.

V S L C O N T R O L L E R S TO I N C R E A S E
I N T E L L I G E N C E O F M OTO RWAY S
The project team proposed two controllers for VSLs. The
first is a logic-based speed limit control algorithm for
VSLs to reduce traffic congestion during bottlenecks.
The second is a logic-based traffic flow control (LB-TFC)
algorithm able to control VSLs together with RM. It can
approach the behaviour and performance of a centralised
controller while its computation is almost instantaneous.
Project partners tested the behaviour of both controllers
at a synthetic network and a stretch of the SE-30 motorway in Seville, Spain. Results show that the performance
of the LB-TFC controller is quite robust, especially when
compared to the one obtained from the mainstream
TFC + PI-ALINEA algorithm, which is the most well-known
integrated controller for VSLs and RM.
ETC-VSL team members also proposed two more controllers. One properly controls VSLs in the case of recurrent congestion based on an offline computed optimal

“ETC-VSL should boost the capacity of existing traffic
infrastructure through improved operating efficiency and
fewer occurrences of congestion,” concludes Domínguez
Frejo. “Future implementations of the controllers on real
motorways should significantly reduce traffic congestion,
a fundamental step in realising Horizon 2020’s vision for
smart, green and integrated transport.”

E TC - V S L
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by TU Delft in the Netherlands.
Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/702579
Project website: etcvsl.wordpress.com

PATHWAYS TO SUSTAINABILITY: A BETTER
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PLANET AND ITS PEOPLE
Mass protests and climate movements that have recently broken out
all over the world show that sustainability is very much on people’s
minds. Policymakers have not lagged behind. In the last 40 years
Europe has put in place some of the world's highest environmental
standards, along with ambitious climate policies, and has championed
the Paris Agreement.
In our latest Results Pack, we introduce you to eight projects supported
by the European Research Council that are exploring various topics
to help put in place a more sustainable future, from the filtration
of drinking water, a closer look at the impact of living in deprived
neighbourhoods and innovative approaches to food production.
To find out more, browse, download or order
a physical copy of the Results Pack here:
cordis.europa.eu/article/id/411479
18
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solution, while the other improves the performance of a
previously proposed controller for RM if congestion is created by a bottleneck located far away. In addition, they
introduced a new macroscopic model for VSLs capable of
modelling different capacities, critical densities and levels
of compliance for segments affected by speed limits.

C L I M AT E C H A N G E A N D E N V I R O N M E N T

Impact of climate
change-induced permafrost
thaw on Arctic ecosystems
Polar and Alpine regions are undergoing rapid changes due to climate warming.
One of the most striking changes is the thawing of permafrost soils and its impact on
greenhouse gas emissions and local ecosystems.
Permafrost soils contain around twice the amount of carbon (C) currently in the atmosphere and 50 % of the world’s
C pool. Together with the current changes in climate, these
soils experience increased temperatures with permanent
permafrost degradation and change in ecosystem functions as a result.

© lumen-digita, Shutterstock

The thawing releases organic matter that has been stored
in the frozen soils for centuries. Following a breakdown by
microorganisms, this organic matter is released into the
atmosphere as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and
nitrous oxide, further affecting the climate system. Changes
in ecosystem type and function can affect these fluxes
even more.
A warming climate leads to dramatic changes in the nitrogen (N) and C balance in the Arctic and high-altitude ecosystems. To date, most research conducted into the impact
of climate change on Arctic ecosystems has been on the
impact of permafrost thaw and the period immediately following this.

INCREASE IN CH4
CONSUMPTION
Undertaken with the support of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie
programme, the EU-funded PERMTHAW (Permafrost thaw
– decadal responses to climate change) project addressed
this gap in scientific knowledge by investigating the establishment of non-permafrost ecosystems and how predicted
changes in the climate will influence these soils on a decadal timescale. “To understand what lies ahead we need to
have a solid understanding of how these ecosystems may
react in future,” says project coordinator Mats Björkman.
Researchers studied how C and N cycling are altered following a thaw. “By utilising a naturally occurring permafrost
gradient in the sub-Arctic part of Sweden we have been
able to study the long-term changes following permafrost
degradation,” Björkman explains.
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By utilising a naturally occurring
permafrost gradient in the sub-Arctic part
of Sweden we have been able to study the
long-term changes following permafrost
degradation.

C
Permafrost soils
contain around twice the amount
of carbon currently in the
atmosphere and 50 %
of the world's carbon pool
Scientists discovered a contrasting response to what is
usually highlighted as the Arctic’s response to change – an
increase in CH4 consumption in surface soils. “Following
the establishment of a post-permafrost ecosystem, we
have an increase in methane-consuming microbes, known
as methanotrophs, and a drying up of the surface soil.
This means that the ecosystem has gone from a former
source of methane to the atmosphere to an active sink,”
notes Björkman.

A CHANGED ECOSYSTEM
The result is changes to vegetation patterns, such as the
expansion of shrubs and changes in microbial communities,
leading to altered C and nutrient flows in these ecosystems.
One of the most striking changes is occurring in the thawing of permafrost soils, which together with changes to the
ecosystem threatens the way of life of the people in these

”

areas, such as the Sami reindeer herding population, by
affecting their culture and livelihood.
PERMTHAW highlights that there are many different pathways an ecosystem can take following permafrost thaw.
“Science and the media usually highlight the devastating
increase in C (in the form of CH4 and CO2 emissions) that
many regions will experience. But fewer investigations have
been made in areas that will actually turn into net sinks for
these greenhouse gases,” observes Björkman.
The project will thus increase understanding of how the
landscape of the Arctic and sub-Arctic will alter in a future
climate, thereby enabling societies in the far north to better
adapt to the coming changes.

P E R M T H AW
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by the University of Gothenburg in Sweden.
Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/657627
Project website: gvc.gu.se/english/research/climate/
ecosystem-science/alpine-and-polar-ecology
bit.ly/2W4HBoq

C L I M AT E C H A N G E A N D E N V I R O N M E N T

Pinning down the cost of drought
in Mediterranean countries
Evaluating and predicting the cost of drought in countries like Spain and Italy is no easy task.
An EU project developed a new method to account for the direct and indirect economic effects
of water shortages, an invaluable tool for preparing communities for climate change.
European countries like Spain and Italy are predicted to
suffer drought increasingly in the years ahead, with some
regions at risk of turning into desert. That’s why it is crucial
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for policy-makers to start forecasting and planning for
the effects. EU project WATER DROP (Droughts and Water
Scarcity in the EU: Economic Impact, Adaptation, Policy

”

Implications and Integrated Assessment Modelling) analysed micro-data from these two countries to develop a
new method to account for the direct and indirect effects
of droughts on the economy. The method could be applied
to other regions and countries in the future and is easily scalable.
“I corroborated that even a small drought can spread its
effect and represent substantial aggregate economic
effects on the whole system,” says David García-León, the
postdoctoral fellow who carried out the research.
“A drought will directly affect production in the agricultural
sector and this decrease in production will also decrease
the value generated in the food manufacturing sector or
other service sectors such as hotels and restaurants.”
With support from the Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme,
García-León used high-resolution climate and agricultural
data during his 2.5 years of research at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice and the Eni Enrico Mattei Foundation. Both
in Italy, the two research centres share a tradition of studying environmental issues from a multidisciplinary point of
view. “Multi-disciplinarity is key to tackling problems that
integrate human and natural systems,” said García-León.

climate change impact needs long-term data. Drought is
also a wide concept and can relate to agricultural, meteo
rological, hydrological and socioeconomic droughts, says
García-León.
The impact of drought is also difficult to isolate, since
numerous factors influence the growth and productive
capacity of a plant, for instance. “Separating and capturing
the effect of droughts isn’t straightforward,” García-León
explains. “WATER DROP used high-resolution climate and
satellite data to accomplish this task.”
The project’s findings offer new insight into a largely unexplored field, which will be of growing importance as European societies adapt to the challenges of climate change.
“There may be winners and losers,” García-León says. “We,
as a society, must care about the losers in more vulnerable communities. Farmers in southern Europe will no longer
exist unless the appropriate adaptation measures are
taken.”

WAT E R D R O P
⇢⇢ Coordinated by the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
in Italy.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/705408

© Quintanilla, Shutterstock
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We, as a society, must care
about the losers in more vulnerable
communities. Farmers in southern Europe
will no longer exist unless the appropriate
adaptation measures are taken.

P O L I C Y TO O L
García-León’s methods integrated local-scale drought
impacts into macro-economic models, key for policymakers trying to plan and mitigate the damage of climate
change. “The proposed method can also evaluate potential
land shifts into more optimal or efficient uses, so it is also a
valid tool for policy evaluation,” García-León explains.
A secondment to the European Commission’s Joint
Research Centre also helped García-León gain a policyorientated vision of how his data could be used to shape
products that help in the decision-making process.
Although scientists have long warned of the dangers of climate change on the planet, empirical estimates for drought
and the extent to which local communities are adapting to
it are still scarce. This is partly because the identification of
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P R OJ E C T O F T H E M O N T H

A sustainable solution for boosting
aquaculture in the Lake Victoria region

© Stefan Haider, Shutterstock

Earlier this year, the VicInAqua project came to an end, a project that has successfully
developed an integrated approach for wastewater management by providing an
innovative and cost-effective solution for water sanitation.

The pilot, built in Kisumu, Kenya, combines a recirculation
aquaculture system with an innovative membrane bioreactor (MBR) and smart monitoring technologies. To ensure
autonomous operation, a renewable energy power supply,
based on biogas, was also integrated into the system.
Solidifying the project’s legacy, the pilot will be maintained and kept in operation by project partner DALF, the
Kenyan Department of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries of Kisumu County, as a training and demonstration
facility to promote aquaculture and increase awareness,
knowledge and skills for fish farmers.
The project was also a successful international collaboration: 11 European partners joined forces with three African institutions, based in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda,
ensuring the importance of local technical expertise in
the project.

VICINAQUA
⇢⇢ Coordinated by Karlsruhe University of Applied
Sciences in Germany.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-ENVIRONMENT.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/689427
⇢⇢ Project website: vicinaqua.eu
⇢⇢
bit.ly/2q2LiiN

“

The project team and coordinator
are proud to have achieved a milestone in
the aquaculture sector and they are sure that
VicInAqua will significantly contribute to develop
future business on sustainable fish farming in the
Lake Victoria region.

”

Jan Hoinkis, Project coordinator,
Karlsruhe University of Applied Sciences

If you are interested in having your project featured in ‘Project of the Month’ in an upcoming issue,
please send us an email to editorial@cordis.europa.eu and tell us why!
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THE GROWING POWER
OF MEDIA CONTENT
CONVERGENCE

Editorial
Watching TV has never
been so exciting…
The way we access and consume media has been rapidly changing over the past 15 years. The previous solid
distinctions that siloed traditional media, such as TV,
radio, cinema and video games, have blurred into each
other with the advent of technologies such as smartphones, apps, web-streaming and of course, social
media. Now you can access Netflix on two of the three
major current video games consoles, your smart TV
as well as your laptop, smartphone or tablet. You can
interact through social media with your favourite radio
station or vote in your favourite TV talent show through
an app or the web.
From the social perspective, technology is now allowing media consumers to quickly and effectively interact with traditional media content creators, whether
to offer shining praise or damning criticism. It is also
becoming much easier for anyone to create their own
media content from the comfort of their own home.
Indeed, one can strongly argue that the trends spurring
content convergence have also been the driving force
behind one of the major pop cultural phenomena of the
2010s – the rise and rise of the ‘influencer’ as a new
form of celebrity and cultural authority.
The convergence of traditional forms of audiovisual
media and digital platforms has seen much disruption
within the traditional media industries. Major national
broadcasters are racing to compete with the online

streaming services that are increasingly capturing
viewers’ attention, time and wallets.
One of the key trends to have recently emerged is that
consumers no longer rely on just one screen (the TV
screen) for their news and entertainment. Instead, a
single viewing can be shared by two (or more) screens
– the TV to watch the actual show, the smartphone to
trade opinions on the show with friends in real-time
and potentially even a third tablet or computer to learn
more about the themes or issues being explored in the
show. This offers a much more interactive and engrossing experience for the viewer, and this social aspect to
media engagement is expected to become even more
dominant over the coming years.
In this issue of Research*eu, our special feature highlights
seven EU-funded projects that have been tasked with
seizing these opportunities and harnessing the positive
power of media content convergence through innovation
and new technological solutions. One good example of
this includes the pioneering of new solutions to open
up traditional media to consumers who have previously
been unable to access them, specifically individuals with
disabilities, such as hearing or sight loss.
We look forward to receiving your feedback. You can
send questions or suggestions to: editorial@cordis.
europa.eu
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Greater interaction
tools for next-gen
radio shows
A large share of the radio experience now lies
in interaction between listeners, radio hosts
and special guests. But whilst technological
advances have empowered listeners willing to
make their voice heard, these are still failing
broadcasters who have a hard time dealing
with all this input. The MARCONI project
is working hard to remedy this situation.
Long gone are the times when the only way for radio listeners to interact with their favourite show was a phone call
and the hope of being shortlisted for an on-air contribution.
To make their voice heard, listeners can now send SMSs
and use Twitter, Facebook and even Instagram.
But such an increase in visibility has a downside too. Broadcasters’ jobs have become more time consuming. Not
every listener will get an answer, and this can all result in
a frustrating experience at both ends of the microphone.
“Our goal with MARCONI is to tackle the technical challenges arising from the current lack of integration between
existing communication monitoring tools and radio making
tools. We are creating a software platform that enables
interactive and personalised radio. It effectively integrates
‘live’ broadcast radio with digital platforms,” says Mike
Matton, coordinator of the project and head of international R&D collaborations at VRT Innovation.

A TRULY USER-DRIVEN PROJECT
The MARCONI (Multimedia and Augmented Radio Creation: Online, iNteractive, Individual) project technology
provides broadcasters with a single platform integrating
multiple components. These include: an integrated live
view of communication platforms; smart analysis of conversions; AI-powered photo, video and audio analysis; and
GDPR-compliant data management. The platform also
gives prominence to enhanced interaction with listeners,
thanks to new tools for contests and polls, chatbots and
personalised services based on user profiles (sematic
analysis, push notifications, topic detection). MARCONI can
even be fully integrated with other tools commonly used
by radio stations.

02
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“MARCONI is a truly user-driven project,” says Matton.
“Radio stations and listeners have been involved in the
development process since the very start of the project.
This allowed us to learn many things about their needs.”

Environment pilot of VRT makes use of large screens in
studios to showcase interaction-related information, from
polls to user-generated content. A search tool has also
been evaluated to navigate through user messages.

A SERIES OF SUCCESSFUL PILOTS

“The radio professionals we talked to are very excited
about the platform and what it could mean for their shows
and radio station. But they have also identified remaining
challenges such as the use of conversational agents to
guide the interaction. Further tweaking is needed, and
ongoing pilots will help us overcome these challenges,”
says Matton.

MARCONI’s solutions have been extensively tested in
eight large-scale pilots. These notably covered the creation of chatbots for various NPO and VRT radio stations.
‘Flammie’ automatically answers questions related to
a charity event hosted by Studio Brussel (VRT), while
another chatbot developed for NPO Radio 5 answers general questions related to the station’s programme and
music currently being played and provides a helpdesk
for listeners.
As Matton puts it: “The main purpose of a chatbot is to
engage listeners with a service that takes their profile and
personal interests into account. They can use a poll system, create their own account and specify their interests
so that their content can be used on the show. Moreover,
the chatbot reduces the editor’s work while offering a new
channel to build stories.”

Several more pilots are foreseen before the end of the
project in February 2020, after which the consortium will
be focusing on exploitation activities. Stations which took
part in the open pilots and the existing clients of project
partner Pluxbox, which will lead commercialisation activities, will be the first target customers. “Since each station
is different and has specific needs, the business model
will be to offer tailored solutions rather than an off-the-shelf
product,” Matton concludes.

MARCONI
Besides chatbots, the pilots also cover the likes of an
editorial dashboard showing incoming messages and
allowing staff members to sort them manually or automatically based on keywords. A DJ, for instance, can
use this system to create a persona, answer messages
automatically and send bulk replies. Similarly, the Lively

⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by VRT in Belgium.
Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/761802
Project website: projectmarconi.eu
bit.ly/2q4xzIr
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A technological vision for the
European media sector
Imagine broadcasters, media production companies and content creators all across
Europe working together to transform the European media sector as we know it. This
ambitious dream is becoming a reality thanks to efforts under the MediaRoad project.
Europe’s audiovisual and radio sector is reputed for its
capacity to innovate and produce original content. But
it also has a major weakness: it is heavily fragmented.
This fragmentation poses serious challenges in a context of accelerating digitalisation and unprecedented
rise of global players who are not always playing by the
same rules.
According to Agata Patecka, coordinator of the MediaRoad (European Media Ecosystem for Innovation) project
on behalf of the EBU, the answer to these problems lies
is sharing and scaling research and development initiatives already abounding across Europe. This calls for a
strong network overcoming language barriers and bringing all stakeholders – from start-ups to R&D institutes,
broadcasters, production companies and content creators
– around the same table.
“We want the European media sector to have a greater
impact. To reach this objective, we have created three
interconnected and cross-fertilising project hubs respectively covering innovation, policy and network-building,”
Patecka explains.

The resonance of the Sandbox Hub largely exceeded the
project consortium’s expectations. Whilst they initially
hoped to be able to set up four media innovation accelerators, a total of 28 media organisations have already
signed up.

TOWARDS STRONGER EUROPEAN
POLICY AND COLLABORATION
On the legislative front, the consortium has developed
a long-term policy vision to promote European media
innovation. The project website features three vision
documents focusing respectively on: opportunities and
challenges facing the sector with regards to digitalisation; policy recommendations to support this digitalisation; and an analysis of the potential impact of important
technological trends. These cover AI, immersive technologies, blockchain, 5G, Internet of Things and convergence.
The project consortium has also responded to a total of
seven public consultations on the likes of fake news and
Horizon Europe.
The third and last project hub is the Network Hub. “Together
we created a forum aiming to strengthen collaboration,

INTRODUCING THE SANDBOX HUB
To accelerate innovation, the consortium has created a
Sandbox Hub for local start-ups and SMEs to scale up
their projects internationally and exchange experience. A
total of 10 media innovation accelerators have been set
up so far.
“The Sandbox Hub has enabled numerous collaborations
between broadcasters and start-ups, at both national and
European level. Over 60 projects have been conducted
so far and there are more to come,” Patecka enthuses.
The projects cover the likes of VR storytelling, an AI-based
search engine for sound, 4D image technology, a tool to
analyse consumer satisfaction through cognitive science, and a blockchain-based system to pay for intellectual property.
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The Sandbox Hub in figures:
> 10 media innovation accelerators
> Over 60 projects set up
> 28 media organisations signed up
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“
© Quietword, Shutterstock

The Sandbox Hub has enabled
numerous collaborations between broadcasters
and start-ups, at both national and European
level. Over 60 projects have been conducted so far
and there are more to come.

joint research, information sharing and project initiation
between all participants. The overall aim was to raise
innovation potential amongst the representatives of the
various sectors,” says Patecka. The team notably organised a total of 15 events on topics of interest.
Patecka insists that the challenges faced by media
organisations locally are, in most cases, very similar.
“This further highlights the importance of focusing on

”

and strengthening European collaboration with regards
to policy recommendations, appropriate frameworks to
support media innovation and ensuring a strong position
for Europe in the digital market. We will continue to work
on this in the future, and more specifically on the Sandbox Hub. This particular initiative will be further scaled
up to promote and give visibility to projects and collaborations between start-ups and media organisations,”
Patecka concludes.

MEDIAROAD
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by EBU-UER in Belgium.
Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/761412
Project website: mediaroad.eu

Immersive narrative experiences for all
Even though immersive content is still in its early stages, the technology powering it is moving fast.
The ImAc project comes out as an ambitious effort to leave no one behind, regardless of disabilities
and specific accessibility requirements.
ImAc (Immersive Accessibility) specifically focuses on 360°
experiences. Despite its relatively young age, virtual reality
is already leaving people behind. Accessibility is generally
put on the back burner, to the point where potential users
with visual or hearing impairment currently have no way
to enjoy the highly immersive experiences head-mounted
displays (HMDs) can provide.
Kick-started in 2017, ImAc is the organised response to this
growing issue. The project consortium has been exploring
how accessibility services can be integrated with immersive
media, and developed a new generation of a new VR360
player for stakeholders to integrate into their own projects.
Sergi Fernandez, coordinator of ImAc on behalf of the Spanish internet research centre i2CAT, discusses the project’s
achievements so far. Immersive technology is advancing
at a dizzying pace.

Do you feel like accessibility is being forgotten in
the process? How so?
Fernandez: Accessibility is always forgotten in the process, but this is specifically why ImAc is here. An important part of our work is to put accessibility on the radar of
standardisation groups, make our requirements visible to
them, and sustain our requests around proofs of concepts
that we have already tested intensively with users. Over
300 users have already been involved, from viewers with
accessibility needs to professional accessibility editors
working for broadcasting entities.

So what does ImAc’s plan to catch up
consist of exactly?
We are trying to figure out how to make VR360 content
accessible. We have a basic VR360 player developed
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Sergi Fernandez
Project coordinator of ImAc
© Sergi Fernandez

© PinkBlue, Shutterstock

We made sure to screen all existing
VR360 players, and when it comes to accessibility,
we definitely have the most advanced one. But
our objective is not to compete with companies
providing VR360 players: We just want them to
incorporate our work, which is why we have made
all of our source code openly available.
by i2CAT that we use to run fast prototype cycles. We
are implementing specific strategies which we test with
small groups of users from targeted communities, who tell
us what they like and what they don’t like. The cover, for
instance, the use of a radar or arrows to signal where a
speaker is positioned, the use of different positional audio
tracks to audio-describe the action that surrounds you, subtitles either attached to the speaker or always visible, etc.
We communicate the results through scientific articles and,
as I said earlier, through different standardisation groups.

What would you say are the most
innovative aspects of the project?
We have created the first-ever fully accessible VR360
player. Besides the features I already mentioned, we
also have an accessible menu that is fully configurable
and adaptable to users’ specific needs and preferences
(size/position of accessibility data, type of access service
or combination of these services, etc.). We even incorporated voice control for people facing issues with the
mouse or the HMD pointer.
We made sure to screen all existing VR360 players, and
when it comes to accessibility, we definitely have the
most advanced one. But our objective is not to compete
with companies providing VR360 players: We just want
them to incorporate our work, which is why we have made
all of our source code openly available.

Let’s take the example of a head-mounted, virtual
reality display. How do you make it accessible
without negatively impacting user experiences?
Well, that depends a lot on the type of user. If you take
subtitles and implement them for any type of user with
no specific auditory or vision requirements, the fact that
these subtitles monopolise part of the field of view can
be seen as a drawback. However, users eventually get
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used to it and realise that, in the end, it actually helps
understand what is being said.
The audio domain is a bit different. In this case, content
editing must be much more fine-grained. You cannot
run two audio sources at the same time if they are not
very well aligned. Sometimes – especially in those cases
where there is no visual feedback and audio is the only
channel a person has available to understand the content
and benefit from an immersive experience – we will face
a situation where the audio content is not self-descriptive,
with no existing gaps to introduce audio description
tracks. This is more or less the same problem you would
have with traditional video, but slightly worse, as here the
audio is supposed to come from all around you.

Can you tell us more about the services
you developed and demonstrated?
In addition to the player itself, we have created the necessary editing tools (audio-description, subtitling, sign language) and background mechanisms such as transcoding,
metadata packaging and 3D audio editing. Using these,
broadcasters can easily incorporate a full accessibility
service into their internal workflow.

What has been the feedback from
stakeholders so far?
The feedback is good, especially that coming from users
with some special needs. They love what we are doing and
the fact that we rely on them to make relevant decisions.
On the other hand, VR360 is still a very immature storytelling technique. Traditional (framed) content has been
around for more than a century, whereas 360° video has
been there for less than a decade. There is still a lack of
content. This, added to the fact that HMDs are still far
from being usable, makes us think that our findings will
be useful in the medium- more than the short-term. With
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that being said, we are ready to support any broadcaster
or content producer that may want to offer full accessibility services in their immersive contents.

a larger group of people. This is an important moment for
us to gather a lot of quantitative data and test everything
we’ve achieved so far in a real production environment.

What do you still need to achieve before the end
of the project?

IMAC

We now want to go open and we will do that before February 2020. This means we will move from controlled
user tests to open tests. Thanks to two of our partners
– RBB and TV3 – we will launch a public campaign. Our
enhanced contents will be accessible on their website, to

⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by i2CAT in Spain.
Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/761974
Project website: imac-project.eu
bit.ly/2qYDAXl

Next-gen immersive media makes its way
to technology fairs and cultural events

© Jezus Sanz, Shutterstock

A glimpse into the future of media and an outstretched hand to industry players willing
to push technological innovation to the next level are just around the corner. During the
2020 Cannes Festival, the Immersify project team will showcase a whole new kind of
immersive media experience combining high-resolution video, ultra-wide vision field,
spatial sound and user interaction.
Those of you who’ve had a chance to visit the Atelier
des Lumières in Paris or any other similar location-based
entertainment (LBE) venue know this for a fact: the future
of the media industry lies in higher image quality, immersive experiences and interactivity. Yet, no matter how fast
technology evolves, technical barriers remain, so the main
objective of the Immersify (Audiovisual Technologies for
Next Generation Immersive Media) project has been to
overcome them.

“We have two main problems hindering the adoption of
immersive technologies: insufficient resolution and quality of available devices, and the huge cost of implementing large LBE installations,” says Maciej Glowiak, Head of
the New Media Department at the Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center and coordinator of Immersify.
“Besides, there is a lack of technological standards in a
market often requiring tailored solutions.”
Considering the human viewing angle of 120°, true immersion calls for resolutions above 8K which can only be
achieved by a few, very expensive prototypes. A large LBE
installation such as the Atelier des Lumières, for instance,
requires over 140 projectors and 20 servers. Ensuring a
return on investment therefore not only calls for unique
experiences, it should also encourage users to return. A
true conundrum that often discourages newcomers.

BREAKING BARRIERS TO ACHIEVE
IMMERSIVE MEDIA
Immersify breaks these barriers by taking a comprehensive approach to immersive media. Since October 2017,
the project team has been busy creating demonstrative
content, documenting the process of creation, cooperating with artists and providing them with new technologies.
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One example of technological advancement is the adaptation of the HEVC coding technology to high-quality,
immersive media. The new codec, developed by Spin
Digital, is optimised for the likes of recordings from 8K
cameras, 360° cameras, 3D rigs, computer-generated
graphics and point clouds. Immersify also offers solutions
for ultra-high-resolution media playback, streaming and
displaying on various types of LBE visualisation installations. No matter how the installation is built, it can use the
same encoding tools and display software.
The project covers the entire production, processing and display chain. Among other things, the team has been working
on applications to stitch images from multiple cameras to
obtain a 360° panorama, immersive sound with a player
able to decode ambisonics sound rendered to any number
of speakers, and immersive interactive systems in 3D space.
“Our partner Ars Electronica has worked with the BBC
and ScanLab Projects to customise their laser scans of
the large pyramid in Giza for 12K rendering, so as to use
it in interactive applications. The resulting experience
allows you to move around the interior of the pyramid
and interactively choose between directions to explore
this monumental building. And this is only one example
of applications that may be developed in the future,”
Glowiak enthuses.

TAKING IMMERSIFY ON THE ROAD
Immersify technology has been showcased at technology fairs such as NAB, IBC and InterBEE, and also among
art communities. Project partner Marché du Film notably
enabled the consortium to take part in the Cannes XR
exhibition focused on immersive media and augmented
and virtual reality, while a project booth at the Ars Electronica Festival allowed some 110 000 visitors to view
demonstrations. Specific events were also dedicated to
showcasing 8K resolution video streaming.
“Commercialisation of the project’s tools is currently
under discussion. Meanwhile, we would like to focus on
enhancing the media playback and streaming modules to
show the capabilities of immersive media in a consistent
way,” Glowiak concludes.

IMMERSIFY
⇢⇢ Coordinated by the Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry
of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Poland.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/762079
⇢⇢ Project website: immersify.eu
bit.ly/33rBxZf

Bringing radio into the 21st century
© Georgejmclittle, Shutterstock

To introduce radio to a new generation of listeners, a pioneering project is
integrating streaming features into live broadcasts.
Radio remains a popular medium in Europe, with many
listeners tuning in for several hours a day. However, there
is a clear generational divide in listener demographics.

Although use among listeners aged 40 and over remains
high, it is on the decline for younger generations.
This trend can largely be attributed to increasing competition from new services, the most notable being streaming
platforms. Many young people favour the tailored, interactive features of streaming that, as of now, are simply
not possible in a live radio broadcast.
“Today’s listeners are looking for new radio experiences,
and HRadio intends to bring the medium into the 21st
century,” says Simon Delaere, a senior researcher in
media, innovation and technology at the Free University
of Brussels and imec.
HRadio (Hybrid Radio everywhere for everyone) is an
EU-funded project working to leverage the full potential
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Researchers created 47 use cases
for integrating streaming features
into live broadcast radio

ability to stop/start a broadcast without missing content,
and a function that transfers a listening experience from
a mobile application to the car radio without interruption.
One use case even allows users to automatically substitute music from their Spotify playlist whenever the radio
plays a song they don’t like!

FUTURE-PROOFING RADIO

of hybrid technology for radio. By doing so, it aims to
integrate cost-effective broadcast distribution with new
online features, not only for mobile applications, but also
on portals, connected radios, and in the car.

INTEGRATION, HARMONISATION,
ENGAGEMENT
At the heart of HRadio is the use of multi-level technology
convergence (i.e. hybrid radio) to facilitate new radio services. “The goal is to realise attractive new radio services,
enabled by such technologies as infrastructure and development libraries,” highlights Delaere. “This will allow broadcasters to deliver time and location independent linear radio
services that are seamlessly linked with personalised, ondemand content where and whenever the listener wants it.”
To accomplish this, researchers are developing hybrid features and prototypes that address three key areas: integration, harmonisation and user engagement. To start,
researchers created 47 use cases for integrating streaming features into live broadcast radio. Examples include
interactive options like song and artist suggestions, the

Researchers are now focused on developing and testing
prototypes that incorporate many of these features. For
example, the HRadio app uses what the industry calls
digital audio broadcasting (DAB) over IP to stream radio
enriched with metadata over the internet. A highlight of the
prototype is its time-shift feature, which allows a user to
play, skip or pause a radio broadcast. The app also includes
a social function that lets users share updates and communicate directly with the radio station. Other prototypes
include the HRadio web view and the HRadio car app.
“Each of these prototypes complements the uniqueness
of radio’s live aspect with a range of streaming benefits,”
adds Delaere. “As a result, not only are we creating a new
generation of listeners, we’re also helping future-proof
this important medium.”
The project was recently extended to April 2020 to finalise
a large-scale test using mature prototypes. The team is also
actively working with Belgian and German broadcasters to
implement some of the project’s initial features into their live
broadcasts – with radio stations around Europe to soon follow.

HRADIO
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by imec in Belgium.
Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/761813
Project website: hradio.eu

Creating 3D models with a smartphone
European researchers have developed an application that lets anyone create
detailed 3D models using only their smartphone.
The world is in the midst of a major transformative moment,
with our digital lives moving from the 2D into the 3D. With
this shift set to revolutionise how we work, learn, remember and share, society must ensure that 3D technology is
readily accessible to everyone. Unfortunately, this is not the

case, as current 3D modelling tools are often overly complex and prohibitively expensive.
However, this is about to change. Thanks to the EU-funded
REPLICATE (cReative-asset harvEsting PipeLine to Inspire
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scanned religious artefacts, and goldsmiths scanned
items to turn into bespoke jewellery. “I think the most
important result of the project was seeing how everyone
can personally benefit from the creative freedom that 3D
scanning offers,” says Chippendale.
A high-school class on local architecture even had students use the REPLICATE app to go out and scan historic
buildings and statues and, back in the classroom, bring
them to ‘life’ using augmented reality. “Rather than simply read about architecture and history from a ‘2D’ book,
our 3D models really help students forge tangible connections to their local cultural heritage,” adds Chippendale.

© buffaloboy, Shutterstock

Another user test involved religious leaders from a variCollective-AuThoring and Experimentation) project, anyone can be a 3D creator. Instead of specialist equipment,
controlled lighting and expert experience, now all you need
to create quality 3D models is a smartphone.
“Our goal is to make 3D scanning so ubiquitous that
anyone can create a model,” says Paul Chippendale, a
senior researcher at the Bruno Kessler Foundation and
REPLICATE project coordinator. “No matter where you go,
you can just take out your smartphone, download the
REPLICATE app, and walk around the object you wish to
virtualise and share.”
According to Chippendale, the project team worked hard
to make the app feel familiar and super simple to use:
“Users just press the record button, choose to either join
a collaborative session or work alone, and start moving
around the desired object. Once you are happy that you
have done a good job, press stop and after just a few minutes a fully textured mesh 3D model is ready for creating
augmented/virtual reality games, 3D printing, or sharing
on social media.”

ety of faiths, who used REPLICATE to create 3D models
of important religious artefacts. These models were then
incorporated into their everyday teachings about religion
and cultural tolerance. “One of the aspects that I’m most
proud of is our exploration of REPLICATE as a means of
facilitating social integration and awareness through the
virtualisation and sharing of 3D digital copies of religious artefacts between different faith communities,”
explains Chippendale.

WORK CONTINUES
Project researchers continue to pursue new applications
and uses for REPLICATE. However, before the platform
becomes fully commercialised, further target-domain
testing is required. “This will ensure that we create an
easily deployable and robust 3D reconstruction pipeline
that even users with no knowledge of the technology can
use without assistance,” adds Chippendale.

AN ENTHUSIASTIC RESPONSE
As soon as the first prototype was ready, researchers put
it into the hands of people from all walks of life – high
school students, museum curators, community event
organisers, churches and shop owners – and encouraged
them to start scanning significant things in their world.
The results were encouraging. Children scanned their
teddy bears, the elderly scanned their partners, bishops
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Helping Europeans with disabilities
access media content more easily
To facilitate a more inclusive society, a project is developing a multimedia platform that
gives people with visual or hearing disabilities better access to audiovisual information.
There are currently 80 million people with disabilities living
in Europe. There are also an estimated 81.5 million adults
suffering from hearing loss in Europe, meaning that one
in seven adults will be affected by a hearing problem. Furthermore, according to the World Blind Union, 23.5 % of
the EU population has visual issues. Considering Europe’s
ageing population, these figures will only increase. In fact,
by 2020, it is estimated that 120 million people in the EU
will have multiple and/or minor disabilities.
All these numbers add up to a clear (and growing)
demand for accessible products and services – such as
the multimedia audiovisual platform being developed
by the EASYTV (Easing the access of Europeans with
disabilities to converging media and content) project. To
learn more, we talked with Federico Alvarez, EASYTV project coordinator.

Why is it important that people with disabilities
be able to access audiovisual services?
Alvarez: One of the many challenges people with various
degrees of sensory disabilities face is difficulty accessing mainstream audiovisual products and services, such
as television, radio, and online content. Being excluded
from enjoying audiovisual services can result in people with disabilities being marginalised from the rest of
the population.

watching traditional television. As today’s media goes
well beyond the analogue, new, comprehensive solutions
are needed.
EASYTV aims to foster a wider availability of inclusive
media offerings to everybody and to provide equal access
to audiovisual services for all users, especially for persons
with various degrees of disabilities. To do this, we are
working to improve the services that provide enhanced
multimedia audiovisual experiences for people with disabilities, with a particular focus on personalising these
services. We are also developing new technologies, such
as on-screen sign language interpretation and a voice/
gesture-based remote control.

Can you explain some of the
system’s key features?
At the heart of EASYTV is a personalisation of content,
which is accomplished using a combination of interactive features and sign language translations. This is done
using a component-based system that delivers accessible content via a range of internet-connected devices,
including televisions and computers. Some examples
are the automatic magnification of faces for low-vision

This is problematic, especially in today’s information
society, where access to information should be freely
available to everyone. Without equal access, people with
disabilities face an unequal chance of reaching their full
potential – both personally and professionally. The accessible products and services we’re working on support
independent living and autonomous choice, both key to
ensuring everyone has an equal opportunity to participate
in society.

How does the EASYTV project help
‘even the playing field’?

2020

It is estimated that 120

The problem with the accessibility solutions currently
on the market is that they tend to be geared solely to

million people

in the EU will have multiple and/or minor
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users, automatic scene description for blind people, and
presenting content using a multilingual realistic avatar on
TV or second screen for deaf people, to name only a few
of our innovations.
Specifically, the EASYTV architecture comprises of a
number of different components, each of which plays a
specific role in the production and delivery of accessible
content. Take for example the multiterminal technical
platform, which is the component that makes broadcasted content accessible to users with disabilities based
on the Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure. This content
is then ‘translated’ into subtitling, onscreen sign language
or audio descriptions using a range of platform-based
service components. The end user then simply needs to
access the EASYTV service catalogue, from which they
can select the services they want.

What is the most important result
achieved so far?
We’re really excited about a set of multilingual access services we created. These services can be used to enhance
the media experience of people with disabilities in different consumer devices, such as TVs, companion screens
and smartphones. They have already been tested by
actual end-users, which confirmed their interest in using
such services. These services are now being integrated
into a platform, which broadcasters and content producers can use to easily create accessible content with little
impact on their workflow – or budget.

How will the EASYTV system evolve?
The project itself goes until 2020, so the system is still
very much a work-in-progress. However, the EASYTV system is designed so it can be upgraded to meet users’

“

Federico Alvarez
Project coordinator of EASYTV
© Federico Alvarez

EASYTV aims to foster a wider
availability of inclusive media offerings
to everybody and to provide equal access
to audiovisual services for all users,
especially for persons with various degrees of
disabilities.

”

evolving needs even after the project has ended. This is
because our unique crowdsourced service development
kit makes it possible for third-party developers and external software companies to continually add new services
to EASYTV’s multiterminal technical platform. Furthermore, we have service applications that can be easily
installed on various digital devices, which makes EASYTV
accessible on the latest smartphones and tablets. As a
result, the EASYTV ecosystem will always be improving!

What are the next steps?
Right now, we are focused on fostering the adoption of
EASYTV by end-user communities, European broadcasters
and content owners. We’re also constantly growing our
crowdsourcing platform – which is the key to ensuring
EASYTV’s longevity. Simultaneous to this user-focused
work, the project team is focused on financing and ensuring that the system complies with all applicable European
and international standards – even going so far as proposing changes to current standards in ETSI, ITU and ISO
to take into account the novel technologies proposed in
the project.

EASYTV

© osonmez2, Shutterstock

⇢⇢ Coordinated by the Polytechnic University of
Madrid in Spain.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/761999
⇢⇢ Project website: easytvproject.eu
bit.ly/2KWpUTH
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Stopping aquatic biodiversity
loss with ecosystem-based
management tools
The EU’s Biodiversity Strategy aims to stop biodiversity loss and to maintain ecosystems. AQUACROSS
developed a methodology which offers an unprecedented range of policy reviews, new knowledge and
assessment of management practices for the sustainable management of aquatic ecosystems.
Despite providing a range of economic and social benefits, aquatic ecosystems are at risk of irreversible damage
from human activities. In support of the EU’s Biodiversity
Strategy, the EU-funded project AQUACROSS (Knowledge,
Assessment, and Management for AQUAtic Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services aCROSS EU policies) developed
practical guidance for identifying and managing threats to
biodiversity in Europe’s lakes, rivers, coasts and oceans.
To find out more, CORDIS caught up with Manuel Lago, project coordinator, and Hugh McDonald, case study coordinator, both at the Ecologic Institute in Berlin, Germany.

Can you explain ecosystem-based management,
and how the AQUACROSS Assessment
Framework contributes to it?

© Daniel Dunca, Shutterstock

Lago: Aquatic ecosystem-based management (EBM)
is a principle-based management approach to protect,
restore and enhance the resilience and sustainability of
an ecosystem to maintain the benefits it provides to society, while conserving its biodiversity.
The AQUACROSS Assessment Framework guides the
implementation of this approach. The Framework was
itself developed collaboratively, using the same interdisciplinary methodology that it proposes for managing
aquatic resources. It draws on economics, biology and

ecology, policy, resilience thinking, as well as practical
experience, to propose tools to assess complex systems
and to formulate appropriate plans.

How does the AQUACROSS
approach work in practice?
Lago: The Assessment Framework is divided into two
sections. The first, ‘What to Assess’, helps practitioners
appreciate ecosystems as complex and adaptive, and so
stresses the importance of integrating interdisciplinary
and stakeholder knowledge. The second section, ‘How
to Assess’, provides a practical and sequential guide
to assessing complex and interlinked ecosystems and
implementing integrated management techniques.

Sounds quite theoretical, are there also
practical tools available?
Lago: Absolutely! We also produced a practitioner-friendly
version of the Framework, which we refer to as the ‘Cookbook’. This is intended to help local policy-makers and
environment managers, and draws on learning from our
case studies.
We also supplemented the Framework with additional
tools. The Linkage Framework and the AquaLinks Tool
were designed to help users understand and weigh up the
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trade-offs necessary when altering activities such as fishing,
recreational opportunities and climate regulation. Changes to
one activity can often have unforeseen and complex impacts
on others, and practitioners need to think these through.

Can you elaborate on some of the learning
developed by AQUACROSS?
McDonald: AQUACROSS applied the Assessment Framework in eight case studies, representing Europe’s inland,
transitional and marine waters, ranging in scale from
the 240 km² Faial-Pico Channel, Azores, to the Danube
river basin. These case studies also covered a variety of
threats, including nutrient pollution, species abstraction,
invasive alien species and alterations to morphology.
They also incorporated the associated drivers of change
such as agriculture, fishing, energy, tourism etc., and so
included input from a comprehensive set of stakeholders.
As well as having local policy impact, these case studies
demonstrate that EBM can protect biodiversity more efficiently than is possible with non-integrative management.
Their diverse and specific examples also offer practitioner
practical insights into how and when EBM can best be used.

The AQUACROSS results are having an impact in the case
studies. For example, case study results are supporting
Marine Protected Area Management in the Azores, and local
Spanish policy-makers will continue to apply AQUACROSS
methods to assess the condition of habitats in the Intercontinental Biosphere of the Mediterranean (Spain/Morocco).
More broadly, the project approach can practically contribute to the achievement of the EU Biodiversity Strategy’s targets – and the development of new post-2020
biodiversity policy.

Looking back on the project, what are you most
passionate and proud about?
Lago: As an environmental economist, I am passionate
about evidence-based decision-making. I feel proud that
we conducted the interdisciplinary research necessary for
informed decision-making in such a complex topic as the
protection of aquatic biodiversity. In my view, the project was highly successful in promoting communication
between different disciplines such as marine and fresh
water ecologists, economists, environmental modelers, and
data scientists to develop and apply novel research tools.

What stage is the project currently at?
McDonald: The AQUACROSS Information Platform was
developed as a free of charge, central access point for any
interested parties to publish data on different aquatic ecosystems, biodiversity and EBM practices. It currently has over
655 datasets. Other organisations can sign up and use the
platform to host their own data. All AQUACROSS resources
are available free of charge on the project website.

AQUACROSS
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by the Ecologic Institute in Germany.
Funded under H2020-ENVIRONMENT.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/642317
Project website: aquacross.eu
bit.ly/2W3XRWB

F O O D A N D N AT U R A L R E S O U R C E S

Better ways of measuring trees
could speed up forest evolution
Scientists have devised new methods of measuring and analysing the basic properties of wood
which could pave the way for cheaper, portable devices giving a much faster throughput. They
have also made advances on the broader question of how to improve the adaptation of forests to
the drier conditions caused by the climate crisis.
The first scientific attempts to measure trees and study
forests date back to the 19th century and were based on
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anatomical and physical observations. From the 1970s
onwards, scientists began using more indirect methods

“

We have validated the significant
relationship, so we are proposing a tool
predicting the vulnerability to cavitation
using only the NIRS signal. We can then go
back to that forest with this information and
identify which trees are more or less resistant
to drought.

”

based on physical signals such as X-ray, acoustic and,
later, infrared. The researchers in the TOPWOOD (Wood
phenotyping tools: properties, functions and quality) project aimed to bring the techniques firmly into the 21st
century by refining old methods and creating new ones to
help solve some 21st century problems.

© Philippe Rozenberg, INRA

“Today many living organisms including trees and forests are facing new climate conditions because of
climate change – we have already observed unfavourable outcomes, such as declines and mortality, which we
know are related to drought,” says Philippe Rozenberg,
TOPWOOD project coordinator and research director at the
French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA).
“Wood properties are very directly related to resistance to
drought,” adds Rozenberg.
The team, whose work was undertaken with support from
the Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme, experimented
with using microdensity, acoustic and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) techniques to precisely measure which
basic properties of wood contribute to wood quality. They
used this know-how to develop new devices which could
provide calibrations of certain functional traits of wood.
These include how it is formed, how it conducts water and
what leads to cavitation – a situation when dry conditions
cause the water column in trunks to break down, something like when a human being suffers an embolism.

RAPID RESULTS
“We know how to measure vulnerability to cavitation but
these devices are very expensive, very tedious to use and
the measurement rate is low – you can only measure a
few trees per day. So we are exploring using NIRS as an
alternative to have rapid access to resistance to drought,”
says Rozenberg.
The TOPWOOD researchers have achieved some promising results. They have used NIRS to convincingly calibrate
this in one species of tree, the cordillera cypress, a softwood from the Andes. They have also demonstrated a
significant relationship between the NIRS signal and vulnerability to cavitation in eucalypts, poplars, Douglas firs,
Scotch pines and spruce, and have made progress with
larch, radiata and maritime pines.

EVOLUTIONARY ADAPTATION
“We have validated the significant relationship, so we are
proposing a tool predicting the vulnerability to cavitation
using only the NIRS signal. We can then go back to that
forest with this information and identify which trees are
more or less resistant to drought,” says Rozenberg. This
could allow forest managers to decide which individual trees to keep and which to cut down, thus over time
the whole forest would become more able to withstand
drought. “It is almost as if we are speeding up evolution,”
Rozenberg adds.
What began as an attempt to improve forest scientists’
ability to gather and use data soon adopted the secondary, more applied aim of improving the quality of wood
produced by forests.
With the project now ended, some of the TOPWOOD team
will carry on the work, applying this technique to trees and
also to grapes with funding from French regional authorities. Moreover, preparations are underway to enlarge the
original team and apply for more EU funding to take this
line of research further.

TO P WO O D
⇢⇢ Coordinated by the National Institute for Agricultural
Research in France.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-RISE.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/645654
⇢⇢ Project website: www6.inra.fr/topwood
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LIFE AFTER...

Catching up with STEFY:
Ambitious plans for a food
safety-focused innovative SME
In issue 78 of Research*eu magazine, we focused on efforts to ensure a safe and high-quality food system.
One of the projects featured was STEFY, which had pioneered a 20-minute test that would help ensure
safety standards in the wine and flour/cereal industry. We catch up with STEFY coordinator Matteo
Salina, CEO of the lead project partner, the Italian SME Proxentia.
The guiding principle behind
STEFY (Sensor Technology for
Food analYsis) was always
about providing easy, precise
and reasonably priced measurements of food safety at
production sites which could
not be achieved with present
technologies. The STEFY team
has achieved this through their
patented Reflective Phantom
Interface (RPI) technology that
exploits the basic optical properties of light reflection.
“When we last spoke, we were
preparing to enter the wine
and flour/cereal markets,”
says Salina. “And right now,
we’re conducting an extensive
market campaign in Italy and
Spain and are in touch with
some of the major wine producers and distributors there.
We’re also participating in
various relevant worldwide
events and one of our technicians is based in some of
the outmost [wine] cellars in
Spain and Italy, doing onsite
training and collecting valuable data that allows us to further enhance our device.”
But Proxentia isn’t just confining itself to these two markets.
“In accordance with the fact
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that research is at the heart
of what we do, new areas
have also been explored,”
Salina explains. “We’re also
working on finished foods,
such as bakery products and
sweet specialties.”
On top of this, Salina and his
team have been focusing on
different types of new cartridges for the detection and
identification of pathogens
in fruits and vegetables. This
new product can be used in
plant nurseries and directly
in the field for pest monitoring and prevention, by
replacing and speeding up
some tests conventionally
carried out only in specialised laboratories.
And it’s not just the agrifood realm where Proxentia are active. They’re even
engaged in the health field
and disease diagnostic
screenings through a project
funded by the Lombardy
Region. “We’ll be working
with other SMEs that will
eventually encourage the
development of new medicines for both oncology and
the Central Nervous System,” says Salina.
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“

Through STEFY, we’ve built up a level of
expertise that has been in high demand from more
than a few research institutes and we’ve been able to
join some top-level programmes.

”

Matteo Salina
Project coordinator of STEFY
© Matteo Salina

It seems the only way is
up for Salina and his team.
“Through STEFY, we’ve built
up a level of expertise that
has been in high demand
from more than a few
research institutes and we’ve
been able to join some toplevel programmes,” Salina
concludes. “And through the
EU’s SME Instrument, STEFY
has been fundamental for
the development of Proxentia and its ability to be able

to bring an innovative technique and product to the food
safety market.”
STEFY
⇢⇢ Coordinated by Proxentia
in Italy.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-SME
and H2020-LEIT-NANO.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/
id/718855
⇢⇢ Project website: proxentia.
com

I N D U S T R I A L T E C H N O LO G I E S

New uses for an innovative
coating technique
EU project ALDing helped a Spanish start-up develop new industrial coating solutions
for a market expected to reach EUR 194 million in Europe alone by 2024.
An EU-funded research fellow has developed new coating
applications for a technique conventionally used by the
semi-conductor electronics industry.

© science photo, Shutterstock

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a thin film deposition
process where thin films are grown in layers for good
thickness control – sub-nanometre – and to offer advantages such as uniformity on surfaces. Scientific Advisor
Mercedes Vila, with the support of the Marie SkłodowskaCurie programme, has trialled and developed the technique in EU project ALDing (Novel industrial processes
using the Atomic Layer Deposition technique) for applications beyond the electronics industry, in fields such as
solar cells, biotechnology and metallurgy.
“The fellow designed new coating equipment in the lab,
conceived coating solutions for industry and opened up
innovative areas for thin film applications,” says José
María Pitarke, Director of the prestigious nanotechnology

research centre CIC nanoGUNE in San Sebastian, the
Basque Country, Spain.
Vila’s research and testing during the 2-year project was
so successful that it allowed the establishment of successful Spanish start-up Coating Technologies, a spinoff of the CIC nanoGUNE research centre, which began
commercialising coating solutions in 2016. By being able
to build knowledge in emerging applications for the ALD
technique, the project has helped to launch a lucrative
new market.
The ALDing researchers worked with different companies
including multinationals to test how new applications
would be received.
An expert in surface science with strong experience in
building up laboratory and research groups, Vila hired
three new people, two to work on research and development and a third to focus on business development.
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“

The ALDing researchers carried out a market research
report on the market potential of ALD, which is currently
87 % applied to the electronics business, mainly integrated circuits and displays. But the researchers forecast
ALD being increasingly used in the non-electronics market, estimating it could rise from EUR 19 million in 2015
to EUR 194 million by 2024 in Europe alone.
Europe is a priority market for the young start-up, as
is Asia. “We’re targeting a leadership position in nonelectronic applications with a market share of 15 % and
forecast sales of EUR 29 million in 2024,” says Vila. The
United States was identified as a strategic market for the
start-up where it hopes to make EUR 6 million in 2024.
The global market for applications for ALD, both electronics and non-electronics, was worth EUR 673 million in
2015 and is set to rise to EUR 6.6 billion in 2024.

”

We’re targeting a leadership position
in non-electronic applications with a market
share of 15 %.

MARKET POTENTIAL

ALD’s new applications are highly multidisciplinary, says
Vila. It has an emerging potential in areas including
enhanced performance glass, paper and textiles, new
generation transistors and sensors.
Innovations brought by nanotechnology to biosciences
and biosensors are also proving to be good candidates
for ALD.
“Functional coatings are applied almost everywhere,”
explains Vila. “There are lots of examples: integrated
circuits inside laptops and cellphones, glasses with antireflective lenses, hydrophobic clothes and surfaces and
decorative colours.”
ALDING

The project researchers are confident the knowledge they
have developed will help Europe retain its current lead
in the field, which includes companies like Beneq and
Picosun based in Finland and focused on electronics, in
the face of rising competition from the United States
and Asia.

⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by Coating Technologies SL in Spain.
Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/746954
Project website: ctechnano.com/coating-technologies/
alding-project

I N D U S T R I A L T E C H N O LO G I E S

A cool innovation keeps beverages
cold stylishly and sustainably
From gas stations to grocery stores to self-serve restaurants and even hotel minibars, coolers
are all around us. Businesses will soon have a sleek and sustainable new option thanks to
a Nordic design that is hitting the market with EU support.
Coolers have been providing cold beverages to quench
the thirst of busy people on the run for years. The new
kid on the block is Nordic 24/7 Services’ ‘Home of Cool’,
a novel eco-friendly cooler and beverage dispenser without compressors or chemical refrigerants. EU-funding
of the H2020 project Home of Cool (A novel environment-friendly limited space cooler for high volume food
and beverage vending industries) enabled the company
to take the nascent technology to market.
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A SLEEK NORDIC DESIGN ENCLOSES
MODERN COOLING TECHNOLOGY
Large companies are increasingly moving toward
greener policies and practices while at the same time
demanding attractive products to set them apart from
the competition. ‘Home of Cool’ is an excellent solution
combining eco-friendly technology with a sleek Nordic

design that replaces conventional metal and plastic with
wood composites.
Veli Eloranta, founder and CEO of Nordic 24/7 Services,
explains: “Our team wanted to show that you can be
green and still be an international success story. All the
technology we are using has existed for years, but it took
a while to put it all together. Our new cooler design concept has received several patents and a prestigious international design award.”

In addition, the coolers have integrated Internet of Things
(IoT) technology and are supported by Bizkit, a system
that provides customer information such as who is buying, what their product preferences are and what their
buying frequency is. Further, just-in-time logistics including accurate information regarding unit sales and refill
needs ensure that ‘Home of Cool’ owners always meet
their customers’ demands.

THE MARKET WARMS UP
TO A COOL IDEA
According to Eloranta: “As a small company with a
novel product, it can be difficult to get the attention of

‘Home of Cool’ coolers are up to
90 % lighter than traditional cooling
devices and are 100 % recyclable

© Nordic 247

‘Home of Cool’ coolers are up to 90 % lighter than traditional cooling devices and are 100 % recyclable, with
a smaller carbon footprint than conventional coolers.
They are almost 100 % maintenance-free, and they save
space because they are small thanks to electric cooling technology.
well-established enterprises. The Home of Cool project
helped us to do that by enhancing our professional presence in demanding international markets.”
The ‘Home of Cool’ beverage dispenser targets point-of-sale
applications. Filled with beverage cans from the back that
are served via the small window at the front, the cooler
is perfect for shops, stores or self-serve restaurants with
limited counter space and that want a sleek design.
As Eloranta explains: “The ‘Home of Cool’ is more than
just an eco-friendly smart item – it is a stylish, internationally-awarded, patented product that complements
the existing cooler market. The possibilities are almost
limitless – we are excited to have turned our dream into
reality!” Home of Cool is now running pilots with many
large companies in a global market worth EUR 40 billion.
The company is also pursuing alternative large-volume
customers and has been quite successful so far. For
example, Eloranta and his team have now secured a pilot
with about 4 000 driving schools.
Keep an eye out for ‘Home of Cool’ as Eloranta and his
team expand on a global scale.

HOME OF COOL
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by Nordic 24/7 Services Oy in Finland.
Funded under H2020-ENVIRONMENT and H2020-SME.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/768397
Project website: homeofcool.com
bit.ly/2qAwVCl
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D I G I TA L E C O N O M Y

Augmented reality and wearable
technology transforming industrial
learning and training
A widening professional skills gap exists between tasks and job profiles in large supply
today but at risk through automation, and future tasks and profiles in high demand
through and beyond automation. An EU initiative has tackled this gap by making
professional development more fulfilling, ergonomic, efficient and effective through
innovative real-time learning methodology and training technology.
The EU-funded WEKIT (Wearable Experience for Knowledge Intensive Training) project developed and tested
a novel method for industrial training enabled by smart
wearable technology. It built “a ground-breaking, industrial-strength learning technology platform and devised
a unique methodology to capture expert experience and
share it with trainees in the process of allowing immersive, in situ and intuitive learning,” says coordinator
Maurizio Ferraris.

TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM FOR
AUGMENTED REALITY CAPTURES
WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE
The project team developed a final prototype of a technology platform for authoring and executing learning

© franz12, Shutterstock

WEKIT mobilised a community of stakeholders – WEKIT.
club – to roadmap safe skill pathways for use with
technology-enhanced learning in changing industrial

landscapes. The roadmap outlines the key driving factors,
actions and timeframes that will enable WEKIT to shape
knowledge-intensive training practices, technologies,
standards and business models in many industries. “The
aim is to ensure high take-up by early adopters in the
industry,” notes Ferraris.
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“

WEKIT brings learning content and
technical documentation to life via task-sensitive
AR, making industrial training more efficient,
affordable and engaging.

”

experiences called WEKIT.one. It’s based on a thorough
analysis of industrial needs and validated through user
tests. WEKIT.one enhances human abilities to acquire procedural knowledge by providing a smart system that directs
attention to where it’s most needed. Experience capturing
is a key component of WEKIT.one creating training content,
demonstrating the necessary steps. Another key component is experience re-enactment. It replays previously created recordings of experience stored in a cloud repository,
providing different options of the user interface.
Researchers assessed the wearable experience principle
and trialled the WEKIT.one prototype in three industrial
use cases involving aeronautics, healthcare engineering
and space. About 400 people participated in these industrial trials, using WEKIT.one to create learning experiences
and train themselves in various procedures specific to
their areas of expertise.

AUGMENTED REALITY, WEARABLE
TECHNOLOGY OPTIMISE LEARNING
AND TRAINING
Project partners delivered a framework & training methodology designed for augmented reality (AR) smart glasses

and wearable sensors, and developed wearable design
solutions in the form of two garments containing sensors. The sensors are all powered and controlled by a
bespoke wearable printed circuit board. Garment design,
prototyping and evaluation were based on workshops
that involved leading industry experts in aviation, medical engineering and space. They developed a system
for post-analysis of AR-based learning and biofeedback
data, and a dashboard that displays live sensor data. The
WEKIT team also created an original instructional design
method that visualises an expert’s whole-body movement or a trainee’s earlier recording for the purposes of
imitation and reflection.
“WEKIT brings learning content and technical documentation to life via task-sensitive AR, making industrial training
more efficient, affordable and engaging,” says Ferraris.
“New smarter products and services will significantly
improve workflows, enhancing the training and retraining of workers whose skill sets need upgrading after the
fourth industrial revolution.”

WEKIT
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by GFT Italia SRL in Italy.
Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/687669
Project website: wekit.eu
bit.ly/2qvO93C

D I G I TA L E C O N O M Y

An easy-to-use, automatic means
for making online video campaigns
With the support of EU funding, TheMotion has created a global platform that helps
small and medium-sized enterprises easily create professional-grade online video
marketing campaigns.
According to the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Business, nearly 23 million Spaniards buy products online,
and 31 million rely on the internet for information about
products and services. Although 60 % of Spanish small

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have a website or
a social media presence, the vast majority – 70 % – do
not invest in the digital advertising needed to convert this
online presence into sales.
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“

Our goal is to provide SMEs with
the knowledge and easy-to-use tools they
need to launch a dynamic, effective online
marketing campaign.

”

technological experts in the field, this project focused on
automating processes, improving technologies and integrating services with the online ad industry.

© studiostock, Shutterstock

AUTOMATIC PLATFORM FOR SMES

Seeing potential in what is essentially a missed opportunity, the EU-funded TheMotion (The most cost-efficient
video ad creation platform; +5 000 000 video-minutes
per hour of hyper-personalised videos instantly and at
massive scale) project set out to make online marketing more accessible to SMEs. “Our goal was to provide
SMEs with the knowledge and easy-to-use tools they
need to launch a dynamic, effective online marketing
campaign,” says Jaime Saenz de Miera, TheMotion project coordinator.

GLOBAL AMBITIONS
Launched in 2016, TheMotion quickly became the Spanish market’s most cost-efficient platform for creating
video ad content. Since then, customers have used the
platform to produce over 1 million videos. With TheMotion,
any company with a digital catalogue can create thousands of video ads that are personalised in a way that
carries the viewer from interest to conversion.
“Although successful, our ambition was to go global,”
explains de Miera. “We wanted to disrupt the traditional
video production and online marketing industry by providing companies of all sizes with the means of massproducing content at an affordable price.”
But before the team could achieve world domination, they
first needed to upscale – which is where the EU funding came into play. By bringing together some of the top
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Out of this effort came Adgoclick, an intelligent,
one-stop-online-video-marketing platform. Specifically
geared towards SMEs, Adgoclick is an easy-to-use, completely automatic platform for creating online marketing campaigns. To start, all you have to do is log onto
the Adgoclick platform and enter your company’s web
address. Using a unique algorithm, the platform then
automatically creates a range of marketing collateral,
complete with images, videos and animation.
“The process is so smooth and the result so professional
that you would be hard pressed to distinguish between
a campaign created via Adgoclick and one created by
a large multinational company’s team of marketing
experts,” says de Miera.
Once created, the platform then configures, activates and
optimises the marketing campaign to reach the public
most interested in your products or services. Campaigns
are automatically distributed to the key online distribution
channels, including popular social media sites, news outlets and search engines. Adgoclick also regularly provides
its clients with dynamic reports, so you are always up to
date on how your campaign is performing.

T H E M OT I O N
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢
⇢⇢

Coordinated by Nextchance Assets SL in Spain.
Funded under H2020-LEIT-ICT and H2020-SME.
cordis.europa.eu/project/id/783988
Project website: web.archive.org/
web/20180815151120/https://www.themotion.com
bit.ly/2lE3rRm

D I G I TA L E C O N O M Y

The avatar that puts men in
the mind of an abused woman

© VirtualBodyworks

An abusive man who understands what his threatening behaviour feels like may be
less likely to hit or intimidate a partner. EU project VRespect.Me developed a virtual
reality experience to help abusers empathise with their victims.

It’s a terrifying, no-win scenario for the female avatar. The
door opens and a man walks into the room and begins
shouting at her. If she says anything back or looks at him,
he shouts: “Shut up!”
It’s a virtual reality (VR) experience and the female avatar
is being threatened by a male avatar in a cartoon world.

But it feels very real to the person wearing the headset: a
man used to being on the other end of the abuse.
EU project VRespect.Me (Virtual Environments for Rehabilitation of Gender Violence Offenders) used the latest
VR technology to put abusive men inside a woman’s body,
on the receiving end of abuse, showing it can help such
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men change, potentially saving lives. It draws on research
suggesting some men don’t realise what another person’s
fear actually looks like.
“Our interventions enhance the building blocks of empathy, such as improving the perpetrator’s ability to recognise their victims’ emotions,” said Mavi Sánchez-Vives,
chief medical officer at Virtual Bodyworks, the Spanish
company which developed VRespect.Me.
“For the virtual offender, we carried out performance captures of an actor with technology similar to that used for
Hollywood movies,” said Bernhard Spanlang, Virtual Bodyworks’ CTO. “Through modelling and programming, we
transformed that data into the virtual reality experience.”
In VRespect.Me and previous EU project VERE, the
researchers carried out five studies on the VR experience.
One scientific study, ‘Offenders become the victim in virtual reality: impact of changing perspective in domestic
violence’, was published in ‘Nature’. In a 4-year study,
184 convicted offenders experienced the scenario. Some
2.2 % of them reoffended during the follow-up period
compared to 6 % after standard rehabilitation. This is preliminary data, but the results are encouraging.

NEW PERSPECTIVE
Researchers tested the system on prisoners and men
serving suspended sentences in Catalonia, north-east
Spain. The results impressed those working with abusive men. The Catalan regional government has bought
VRespect.Me for a prison in Tarragona. Other organisations in Europe have also ordered it.
They are hoping to reduce a problem that affects one
in three women throughout their lifetimes, according to
the World Health Organization. In Europe, the ‘Survey on
Violence against Women in the EU (2012)’, by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, found 22 %
of women aged over 15 in Spain, where the project ran,
experienced physical or sexual violence in the previous
year, rising to 52 % in Denmark.
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“ ”

Our interventions enhance the
building blocks of empathy.

“Gender violence should not exist in the 21st century, and
the solutions have to involve society as a whole,” said
Charlie Pearmund, Virtual Bodyworks’ Managing Director.
VRespect.Me’s team is now developing new scripts for the
product to increase the empathy of society towards victims of violence, sometimes blamed for what’s happened
to them.
“We now have 20 volunteers, who work with both perpetrators and victims of domestic violence, meeting regularly to develop new scenarios for the solution and help
get it to those who need it,” said Pearmund.

V R E S P E C T. M E
⇢⇢ Coordinated by Virtual Bodyworks in Spain.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-Societal Challenges, H2020-SME
and H2020-LEIT.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/836707
⇢⇢ Project website: virtualbodyworks.com/products/
vrespectme
bit.ly/2OX342K

S PA C E

Isotopic makeup of meteorites
sheds light on the early
solar system

© Pavlo S, Shutterstock

The isotopic analysis of elements found in meteorites provides key clues to
understanding the formation and evolution of the solar system. It could also help
scientists investigate the potential habitability of other solar systems.
The most interesting aspect of a meteorite might seem
to be the spectacular light show it creates when it breaks
through the atmosphere, appearing as a glowing ball of
fire. However, cosmochemists have been studying meteorites because they contain a record of the very early history of the solar system that traces back some 4.6 billion
years. Meteorites contain information about how the solar
system evolved into the Sun and planets of today.

“The concept of isotopic analysis in meteorites is similar to using DNA to understand human evolution. Every
planet or asteroid has a certain isotope signature. For
example, Earth and Mars have distinct compositions for
elements like calcium and titanium, meaning that they
form from different precursor materials,” adds Bizzarro.
This approach allows us to trace the precursor materials
on planets in both space and time.

Certain meteorites provide clues to the proportions of the
elements present in the solar system as a whole. Measuring the isotope abundance variations in meteorites
serves as a proxy for the timescale of the assembly and
differentiation of planetary bodies in the young solar system. “Combining data on radioactive dating and isotope
composition in meteorites allows us to better understand
where the first materials that formed in the early solar
system came from and how they assembled to form
planets,” explains Martin Bizzarro, project coordinator of
the EU-funded stardust2asteroids (Stardust to asteroids:
Unravelling the formation and earliest evolution of a habitable solar system) project.

CHONDRULES – A WINDOW TO THE
DAWN OF PLANET FORMATION
The oldest and most pristine meteorites are called chondrites. Nearly all of them feature tiny spherules inside them
called chondrules. These millimetre-sized objects that were
formed from free-floating dust particles in the protoplanetary disk are believed to represent early kernels of planets.
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The success of our efforts lies in
our advanced techniques that allowed us to
measure the isotope composition of rare extraterrestrial material with the highest precision
possible.

evidence that rocky planets formed through chondrule
accretion during the first 5 million years of the formation
of the protoplanetary disk.
In other research published in the ‘Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences’, scientists showed that
metal-rich carbonaceous chondrites were formed in the
outer region of the solar system where meteorites exist.
These meteorites offer a snapshot of the early solar system and show that the building blocks of life on Earth
come from outer space.

In their new research published in the journal ‘Science
Advances’, the stardust2asteroids team determined the
chronology of chondrule formation based on isotopic
analysis. They showed that chondrules formed within the
first million years of the formation of the Sun and their
recycling and outward mass transport occurred during the
whole lifetime of the protoplanetary disk. Project findings
confirm that chondrules are amongst the oldest solid
materials found in the solar system that also fuelled the
rapid growth of planets.

The stardust2asteroids project furthered our understanding of the origin of matter and how it helped form planets in our habitable solar system. “The success of our
efforts lies in our advanced techniques that allowed
us to measure the isotope composition of rare extraterrestrial material with the highest precision possible,”
concludes Bizzarro.

Variations in the isotopic composition of calcium in the
inner solar system can be used to study the relationship
between meteorites and the rocky planets. Calcium isotopes are involved in the formation of rocks, and because
of that, they offer clues on planet origin. In research published in ‘Nature’, the project team found that calcium
isotopic ratios in samples correlated with the masses
of their parent planets and meteorites. This provides

S TA R D U S T 2 A S T E R O I D S
⇢⇢ Hosted by the University of Copenhagen in Denmark.
⇢⇢ Funded under FP7-IDEAS-ERC.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/616027

S PA C E

Monitoring and preventing
water-borne contamination
in space habitats
Preventing, monitoring and controlling bio-contamination of water and humid
areas in space habitats presents a unique challenge. BIOWYSE developed a reliable,
rapid, automated and lightweight solution.
One of the problems with current decontamination efforts
for space is that monitoring and prevention are conducted
as separate activities. This presents difficulties, as sending samples back to Earth for analysis and disinfection is
not a viable option.
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The EU-funded Research and Innovation action project
BIOWYSE (Biocontamination Integrated cOntrol of Wet
sYstems for Space Exploration) developed and demonstrated a compact system which combined real-time
microorganism monitoring with almost instantaneous

UV-based disinfection, generating no harmful by-products.
The project established parameters for water quality by
using data on the presence of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) molecules (which suggest the presence of microbes
and thus contamination), correlated with data from
other techniques.
The BIOWYSE teams were the first worldwide to present scientific proof confirming UV effects on water
microbiological contamination could be achieved using
ATP monitoring.

THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM
The BIOWYSE hardware (the ‘breadboard’) demonstrated
the technologies working together where water enters
and is stored in the Prevention Module (a coated tank to
prevent microbial build-up during temporary storage). The
water then flows to the Monitoring Module, to be tested
for the presence of biomass using bioluminescence
(applicable to both water and surface samples).

© BIOWYSE

If a threshold is reached, then UV disinfection takes
place in the Decontamination Module to deactivate the
microbes present, down to safe drinking levels. It is then
delivered to the output, such as a personal drinking bag.
The Control and Service Modules keep the whole system functioning.
Testing of the system lasted almost 2 years in both the
lab and the field. The water samples used to test and
calibrate the system ranged from sterile water, to tap
water, to dirty tap water left in a tank for weeks. In the
field tests, cave and river waters were also analysed.

Additionally, results from VIABLE ISS (where materials
had remained on the ISS for months and were contrasted
with Earth reference samples for microbe growth) were
used to determine the optimal composition of the Prevention Module tank coating, to avoid microbial build-up.
“Think of BIOWYSE as an advanced, intelligent water
cooler. While culture-independent microorganism monitoring – meaning that you know something is present but
not what – is not the usual space approach, its avoidance of complicated tests to identify each pathogen,
coupled with almost instantaneous UV-based disinfection, makes it highly effective,” says project coordinator
Emmanouil Detsis.
The compact BIOWYSE assembly was designed to be
installed directly into the appropriate ‘rack’ drawer
on-board the ISS.

FLOWING FURTHER
BIOWYSE has already resulted in a patent for the efficient sampling of humid space station surfaces, shared
between consortium members Thales Alenia Space Italia
and a French SME, specialising in water monitoring but
with no prior experience in space, GL Biocontrol. Additionally, the partner that designed the UV disinfection system,
AquiSense Technologies, has gone from having no space
sector customers to being the prominent supplier in the
space sector for UV lamps – producing UV LEDs which
surpass any previous commercial uses of small UV LED
water reactors.
BIOWYSE has always had the needs of future space habitats in mind, as missions to the Moon or Mars will need to
be highly independent of Earth, and water might have to
be stored pending the arrival of crews.
“The main focus now is building a system that can be
flown to the station. Therefore, we are looking for flight
opportunities with the European Space Agency and
national agencies,” concludes Detsis.

B I OW Y S E
⇢⇢ Coordinated by the European Science Foundation
in France.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-LEIT-SPACE.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/687447
⇢⇢ Project website: biowyse.eu
bit.ly/2JcmMlK
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Finding form in Einstein’s
gravitational waves
What do gravitational waves look like? We know some of the answers to
this question, and through an EU-funded project, GravityWaveWindow,
scientists are finding more.
Gravitational waves are ripples in space time, caused
through the interactions between huge interstellar
objects. Travelling at the speed of light, these invisible
fluctuations were predicted by Albert Einstein over 100
years ago and detected for the first time in 2015. Gravitational waves are the only form of classical radiation
released by black holes, allowing scientists on Earth to
detect and study these mysterious, powerful phenomena.
“Gravitational waves can be formed in several scenarios, one of the more prominent scenarios being
the colliding of two black holes,” explains Anna
Heffernan from University College Dublin, lead scientist on
the GravityWaveWindow (Gravitational Self-Force
and Post-Newtonian Methods for Gravitational Wave
Detection) project. Before they collide, two black holes
will lose energy out into space – gravitational waves –
which allows the orbits to shrink until they crash together,
releasing huge torrents of gravitational waves.
“The importance of studying such systems is extensive;
depending on the size and spin of the black holes, information can be inferred on a cosmological level (when
did these black holes form? What was their formation
channel? What is the expansion rate of the universe?),
astrophysical level (what is the makeup of galaxies? How
do galaxies form and grow? Is the evolution of a galaxy
tied to its central black hole?) and fundamental level
(was Einstein correct? Is there any deviation from general relativity? Are the gravitational waves as expected?),”
explains Heffernan.

FINDING FORM IN THE WAVES
The GravityWaveWindow project concentrated on what
the waveforms look like. This will help detectors to see
the gravitational waves, and aid scientists in gathering
precise details hidden within the data. “Once signals are
detected, they are compared to the waveform models
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to extract parameter values – How large were the black
holes? Were they spinning? for example,” says Heffernan.
The project looked at waveforms from two angles. First,
those predicted to arise from systems where one body
is about a million times smaller than the other, called
Extreme Mass Ratio Inspirals (EMRIs). “These systems are
believed to exist in the centre of many galaxies where
supermassive black holes live,” says Heffernan. Second,
those predicted by a variation of Einstein’s theory of relativity, scalar tensor gravity. Computing waveforms for
such alternate theories of gravity will let scientists test
these possibilities against past and future waves.

ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS
The project provided precise descriptions of the highly
curved space-time around the smaller black holes in
EMRIs, which will dramatically speed up the analysis

Gravitational waves were
predicted by Albert Einstein over
100 years ago and detected
for the first time in 2015

© NASA

process in future research. And for scalar tensor gravity,
Heffernan’s team have developed packages to create
necessary calculations to map out the waveforms.
The GravityWaveWindow project’s hard work and success
will help EU scientists in future space missions, such as
the LISA space detector mission that will be launched by
ESA in 2034.
“One of the things I love about this project is that I wrote
the proposal (and it was successfully funded) before the
detection of gravitational waves,” Heffernan adds. Recognising the fact that the European Commission, through
the Horizon 2020 programme, has that kind of foresight
and belief in its researchers, in what we see as the future,
Heffernan concludes: “My project and many like it have
been funded on the possibility of great science, and not
the absolute certainty of it.”

“

”

My project and many like it have
been funded on the possibility of great science,
and not the absolute certainty of it.

This research was undertaken with the support of the
Marie Skłodowska-Curie programme.

G R AV I T Y WAV E W I N D OW
⇢⇢ Coordinated by University College Dublin, National
University of Ireland, Dublin in Ireland.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/661705
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How the brain identifies
self-touch tickles the fancy
of EU researchers
Why is it not possible to tickle yourself ? An EU project has looked at how
the brain distinguishes between self-touch and that of others.
Undertaken with the support of the Marie SkłodowskaCurie programme, the EU project TICKLE ME (Self and others in the sensorimotor system: a computational neuroanatomy of sensory attenuation) has applied a range of
technologies to explain the phenomenon of sensory attenuation (SA), and why tickling yourself leads to a reduced
touch sensation. “My main motivation was to understand
how the brain distinguishes our own touches from the
touches of others and test whether this mechanism can
change,” outlines Konstantina Kilteni, the research fellow.

© Trueffelpix, Shutterstock

Kilteni conducted behavioural research combined with
functional magnetic resonance imaging in healthy young
participants. “From the behavioural experiments, I tried to
understand what the characteristics of our own touches
are that make our brain ‘tag’ them as self-generated.
From the neuroimaging experiments, I aimed to develop
a new neural representation or model for this ‘tagging’,”
Kilteni goes on to say.
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THE BRAIN PREDICTS EVENTS
Results suggest that the brain tags a touch as selfgenerated when the latter can be predicted by our ongoing movements. “Consider moving your right hand to touch
the left one. Even before you bring your hands into contact, your brain knows how you are going to feel; it predicts the touch before it actually happens by using motor
information from your moving right hand,” Kilteni explains.
TICKLE ME researchers showed that this prediction concerns both space and time; that is, the brain knows where
and when you will feel the touch. “In several behavioural
experiments, we investigated possible ways to ‘fool’ the
brain into predicting different locations or timings for
that touch, and we found that self-touch can be made
to feel similar to an external one and vice versa,” Kilteni
adds. Using brain scanning, the team also observed that
brain connectivity between key areas involved in touch

and movement represents this distinction between selfgenerated and external touch.

FIRST THE CHALLENGES AND
THEN THE FOLLOW-UP OF
OUTSTANDING RESULTS
Under the guidance of the principal investigator H. Henrik Ehrsson at the Karolinska Institute, the team all gave
outstanding support, relates Kilteni. She recalls the most
difficult part of the project was to design and construct
experimental equipment that was safe for the participants
and compatible with the magnetic fields used when acquiring brain images in the scanner.
“I now have more scientific questions and research ideas
than before starting the TICKLE ME project!” Kilteni declares.
Very excited with the latest results suggesting a distinction
between self-generated and external touch at the brain
level, her main priority is to investigate in more depth the
observed brain connectivity patterns. She intends to combine them with computational modelling approaches.

EXTENSIVE APPLICATIONS FOR THIS
BRAIN PREDICTION MECHANISM
The prediction mechanism investigated in TICKLE ME is
fundamental for movement control. So, both wearable

“

”

Our results might also have clinical
relevance for schizophrenia research.

robotics and prosthetic limb development could harness
the knowledge base secured by the project. “A successful
embodiment of a prosthesis is tightly connected to how
well you can control and use it in your daily life,” Kilteni says.
“Our results might also have clinical relevance for schizophrenia research,” Kilteni explains. The schizophrenic brain
finds it harder to distinguish between self-generated and
external touch, experiencing hallucinations sometimes,
unlike healthy participants. “I think that a deep understanding of this mechanism in healthy participants can substantially benefit our understanding about the processes
that are disturbed in the schizophrenic brain and could
be used to develop targeted treatments in the future,”
Kilteni concludes.

TICKLE ME
⇢⇢ Coordinated by the Karolinska Institute in Sweden.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/704438
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Are sleepless nights really
harmful for health?
Feeling ragged after a late night is normal, but researchers have discovered that for
male flies, it depends if you are with a girlfriend or a male opponent.
Sleep is universal throughout the animal kingdom. Most
species devote a significant part of their day to sleep
despite the risk from predators and time away from productive exploits such as feeding or breeding.
It’s commonly held that sleep is under the control of two
processes, a circadian or daily cycle and a homeostatic
component, whereby the organism maintains internal
conditions despite fluctuations externally. The EU-funded

SEX_FIGHT_SLEEP (A model to study how social interaction modulates sleep in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster) project hosted at Imperial College London tested
long-standing assumptions about sleep function and
regulation. “In particular, we wanted to test two aspects
of sleep in a more quantitative and evolutionary sound
way, using Drosophila melanogaster (the vinegar fruit
fly) as an animal model,” explains Giorgio F. Gilestro, project coordinator.
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SCIENTISTS’ INGENUITY HELPS
THEM WAKE UP TO OTHER OPTIONS
“We designed experiments that interfered with sleep
regu
lation by manipulating social interaction,” outlines
Esteban Beckwith, the Marie Skłodowska-Curie fellow, and
Quentin Geissmann, a then PhD student in the laboratory.
A second question tackled the function of sleep, so the
researchers looked at whether sleep serves a vital function in the way food does.
The team describes the second part of the investigation
as “putting forward a very daring and challenging hypothesis.” That sleep is not a vital necessity and does not serve
a vital function is indeed a departure from the normally
held beliefs regarding sleep deprivation. For the first time
ever, they showed that sleepless animals exist and that
chronic sleep deprivation is not lethal in Drosophila.
SEX_FIGHT_SLEEP found that sleep deprivation that
results from a forced male-male interaction leads to what
is known as a ‘sleep rebound’, that is the urge to rest and
recover lost sleep. However, flies that were kept awake
all night through sexual arousal completely forego sleep
rebound. They do not seem to need to recover the sleep
they have lost. “This suggests that sleep deprivation is
not just a quantitative manipulation but a qualitative one
too – it is important not just how long we stay awake, but
also how and for what!,” states Beckwith.

SWARMS OF FLIES CAUSE
MUCH MEDIA BUZZ
The work with literally thousands of flies received wide
attention and was featured in media such as the article in
eLIFE, The New York Times, the Public Broadcasting Service and the BBC. Also, Imperial College London issued a
press release and published a video.
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It is important not just how
long we stay awake, but also how and for
what!

“We wanted to perform sleep deprivation in a fully automated way,” outlines Gilestro. Building the technical infrastructure for the work was a project by itself. “Some of
the problems were indeed totally unexpected, such as
the influence of weather on the machines we were using
for our analysis,” Gilestro recalls. “Also, working in summer was more difficult because our incubators couldn’t
cope with the heat generated by the machines we were
using (about 100 Raspberry Pi computers),” Gilestro
describes graphically.
The team are now very interested in rebound sleep. Beckwith
sums up with a vision of future research: “In particular,
I am interested in understanding whether rebound sleep is
really needed by the organism to restore something that
has been lost with sleep, or whether the consequences of
a rebound are simply a way for the body to re-establish
a biological drive.”

SEX_FIGHT_SLEEP
⇢⇢ Coordinated by Imperial College of Science, Technology
and Medicine in the United Kingdom.
⇢⇢ Funded under H2020-MSCA-IF.
⇢⇢ cordis.europa.eu/project/id/705930
⇢⇢ Project website: lab.gilest.ro

AGENDA

FEBRUARY 2020
DRESDEN, GERMANY
ENVRI Week, 2020 edition
⇢⇢ envri.trust-itservices.dev/event/
next-envri-week

3➔7
FEB

6

WORLDWIDE
World Radio Day

13
FEB

FEB

19 ➔ 20
FEB
WORLDWIDE
International Mother Language Day

MORE
EVENTS

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM
Engaging citizens for good governance
in Cohesion Policy
⇢⇢ ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/conferences/
citizens_good_governance

B R U S S E L S , B E LG I U M
Driver+ Final Conference
⇢⇢ driver-project.eu/final-conference

21
FEB
27➔ 28
FEB

BERLIN, GERMANY
Achieving a Win-Win(d): SociallyInclusive Wind Energy across Europe
⇢⇢ winwind-project.eu/conference

cordis.europa.eu/
news

6-7
FEB

B R U S S E L S , B E LG I U M
All-Atlantic Ocean Research Forum
The All-Atlantic Ocean Research Forum will gather political and community leaders,
researchers, industry, Youth Ambassadors and inspirational speakers from along and
across the Atlantic, from the Arctic to Antarctica, to showcase the results of cooperation
and their impact on the citizens living on the shores of the Atlantic.
⇢⇢ ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?pg=events&eventcode=90A6420F-A55E-C57AF775F34464B04AA8
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SHOWCASING THE WINNERS OF THE INAUGURAL
CORDIS PHOTO GALLERY COMPETITION!
Earlier this year, CORDIS set a challenge to its readers: To send a photo of a CORDIS publication
(digital or physical) from their office, lab, holiday destination or favourite city/rural spot.
The response was overwhelming and creative entries came from across the world - Japan,
Algeria and Uzbekistan were just some of the more ‘exotic’ destinations we received
submissions from.
So a huge thanks from CORDIS to all who enthusiastically took part – check out the winning
entries (and those that received a distinction) here: bit.ly/37qPI46
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